
 
 

 At one time or another I’ve 
been almost everywhere in Canada.  
I’ve visited everywhere from St. John’s 
in the east to Victoria in the west and 
from Windsor in the south to Yellowknife 
and Churchill up north.  Canada is a very 
urban country, and looking through a list 
of the nation’s hundred largest cities, I 
found I’d been to almost all of them.  
There was one city notably absent from 
the list, though, and that was Canada’s 
capital.  I’d been past Ottawa many 
years ago on a trip that took me east to 
Quebec and Atlantic Canada, but I’d 
never spent any time in the city.  While 
pondering what to do this Christmas, I 
managed to find a comparatively cheap 
airfare to Ottawa, and I thought it might 
be fun to explore the city in winter.  That 
was the origin of this trip. 
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 I was up around 6:00 this morning.  That’s about the same time I normally get up during the school year.  It was late by Saturday 
standards, though, since most of this fall I’ve had to get up to head to quiz bowl tournaments.  I packed myself up and was on my way 
around 7:15.  The first part of the trip was quite uneventful.  Traffic was light, and while there was a bit of fog, it was nothing to raise any 
concern. 
 
 I stopped to get a biscuit at Hardees in Garner and then stopped again for gas at Casey’s in Clear Lake.  The price had gone 
down to $1.979 a gallon, which is the cheapest I’ve seen in ages.  Of course I put in every drop I could before heading out again. 
 
 I whizzed up I-35 from Clear Lake to the Minnesota border.  Just beyond there, though, some problems began.  The pavement 
looked perfectly dry, but they’d obviously gotten a bit of freezing drizzle, and that made things rather slick.  I first became aware of that 
on a long bridge south of Albert Lea.  A trailer in front of me began fish-tailing, and that made me slow down and shift into fourth gear.  
Just north of Albert Lea there were four different places where firetrucks were parked at the side of the road dealing with cars that had 
gone into the ditch.  Further north there were literally dozens of cars that had gone off the road.  I drove no more than 45mph, and 
fortunately most of the other cars drove quite slowly as well. 
 
 I stopped at a rest area about 35 miles into Minnesota, and the rest was definitely good.  Unfortunately the road continued to be 
slick north of there as well.  The interstate was slippery in general, but the bridges were definitely worse than the rest of the road.  There’s 
a brand new bridge just south of Owatonna that was particularly slippery.  Someone had hit the side of that bridge and had skidded 
around and was facing backwards in the right-hand lane.  I saw them well ahead of time, made my way to the left, and got past them with 
no problem.  Unfortunately an SUV not far behind me never changed lanes and slammed right into them.  I saw the accident in my rear-
view mirror.  I’m sure there were thousands of dollars in damage, and it likely backed up traffic for quite a ways down the interstate.  It 
was certainly scary, and I was definitely glad to be past there. 
 
 Things cleared up north of Faribault, and by the time I got to the Twin Cities suburbs, traffic moved along normally.  I got to the 
park-and-ride in Bloomington at 10:45, probably twenty minutes later than I would have if there hadn’t been issues with the weather. 
 
 I bought a day pass for the Twin Cities transit system from a machine at the 28th Avenue park-and-ride.  This fare product makes 
Metro Transit  one of  the cheapest transit systems  on  earth.  The day pass provides unlimited rides until  2am the next day for just  $4,  



 

which really is a very good deal.  I’d buy day passes both today and tomorrow, 
and I used them to take numerous train and bus rides all over the Twin Cities. 
 
 My first excursion was fairly lengthy.  I took the light rail up to 38th 
Avenue, where I transferred to a bus.  I rode west past I-35W until I reached 
a trendy, gentrifying area southwest of downtown Minneapolis.  The trip took 
the better part of an hour, but eventually I saw a place I’d seen on Food 
Network, a Cuban restaurant called Victor’s 1959 Café.  I’m pretty sure the 
building Victor’s is located in used to be a gas station, and it has a shack-like 
addition that serves as the main dining room.  The place has a kitschy décor 
that makes it look like it belongs in Miami rather than Minneapolis.  There’s 
umbrella tables (unusable in winter) all over the outside, and the interior is all 

decorated with palm tree murals and posters from pre-revolutionary Cuba.  They’d also strung Christmas lights all over the place, which 
added to the eclectic look. 
 
 There was a crowd huddling just inside the entrance to Victor’s.  A woman there told me I was supposed to go to the bar to be 
put on the wait list.  When I went there I heard the hostess tell someone in line in front of me that there was a forty-minute wait to be 
seated.  Fortunately I was a party of one, and if I was willing to sit at the bar, I could be seated immediately. 
 
 The main reason most of the guests had a wait is that on weekends Victor’s is a big brunch spot.  Most of the diners were eating 
various egg dishes, all of which seemed underdone to me.  I instead opted for their lunch menu.  I had a classic “sandwich Cubano” (a 
pressed sandwich stuffed with ham, carnitas white cheese, pickle, and mustard).  I’ve had Cuban sandwiches before in both Miami and 
Chicago.  This was honestly not as good as those, but it wasn’t bad.  What was outstanding was the vegan black bean soup that 
accompanied the sandwich.  The place seemed pricey to me ($17, including tax and tip), but I did have a tasty lunch. 
 
 After lunch I did a bit of shopping at various places near the south end of Minneapolis and St. Paul.  While I did much more 
browsing than actual shopping, I did make one purchase that would end up being essential on this trip.  I picked up a knit cap at the 
Savers thrift store on Lake Street.  (You can see it in the picture at the start of this travelogue.)  While I own a knit cap I bought years ago 
in Iceland, I rarely wear it, and I hadn’t bought it on this trip.  Something told me to pick up one today, and I’m really very glad I did.  I’d 
spend a lot of time outdoors in both the Twin Cities and Ottawa, and the cap did a good job of covering my ears. 
 
 I made my way back to Bloomington, left the park-and-ride, and checked into the Fairfield Inn by Mall of America.  I’ve stayed at 
this hotel a few times in the past.  While its rates can be all over the place, when they’re affordable, it’s a very pleasant hotel within walking 
distance of both the mall and the light rail system.  After checking in I relaxed in the room a bit but was surprised to find the place seemed 
cold and wouldn’t heat up.  Eventually I discovered that the ventilation unit was set to air conditioning rather than heat.  Why it would have 
been left there is beyond me, but pressing the red button rather than the blue one did the trick. 
 
 I walked over to the park-and-ride, but this time I caught a bus rather than the train.  Bus #54 runs from the Mall of America to 
downtown St. Paul and then continues into the northern suburbs.  There have been proposals to convert this to a light rail line, and it 
really would be a good thing to complete the rail triangle connecting the three main employment centers in the area.  For now, though, 
Bus #54 does the job.  The good thing about this bus is that it runs express for much of its route.  Instead of stopping every block or two, 
the stops are nearly as far apart as rail stations would be.  You still have to pull a cord to signal you want to get off, though, and progress 
is still dependent on traffic.  My trip tonight was only about eight miles, but it took more than half an hour. 

 
Painting of Church of St. Louis at Christmas 

(from the church website) 

 
 I took the bus to Central Station in 
downtown St. Paul, where I switched to a light 
rail train.  I rode north just one station to 10th 
Street.  Theoretically I could have walked this, 
but I didn’t because I knew the route is straight 
uphill.   
 
 My destination was a church I’d been 
past many times before.  The Church of St. 
Louis—King of France is located directly 
across the street from the History Theatre 
where I’ve seen many shows over the years.  
It’s a handsome church that has caught my 
eye in the past, and I thought it might be 
interesting to go to mass there. 
 
 The interior of St. Louis really is quite 
beautiful.  Dating to the late 19th Century, all 
the surfaces are whitewashed with gilded 
highlights.  The décor is intricate, but not 
overly busy.  It really was very striking. 
 

 Décor aside, this ended up being one of the strangest masses I’ve ever been to.  While the Saturday vigil mass is considered a 
“Sunday mass”, here they seem to treat it like a weekday mass.  It was entirely spoken—no music whatsoever.   At the start instead of a 
hymn, they rang a bell and everyone stood up.  The priest came out dressed in very unusual vestments.  Normally in Advent he should 



be wearing a white robe with a purple scarf (or whatever the liturgical term for that is).  The only exception would be the saint’s day of a 
martyr, in which case he’d wear red.  Today’s priest was decked out in a multicolored robe with purple, blue, red, and green on it.  I’ve 
never seen a Catholic clergyman wear anything remotely like that before. 
 
 It was also odd that there was no altar boy, nor even an adult filling that role.  An elderly man who also served as a communion 
distributor rang the bell at the consecration, but the priest got out all the utensils and then cleaned them up himself.  He also held his own 
book during the opening prayers, which is the other job the altar servers do. 
 
 Probably the strangest thing about mass, though, was that there was no homily at all.  After the gospel the priest made a couple 
of parish announcements (like the fact that the 11:00 mass on Christmas day would be broadcast on a local TV station).  He then went 
on to the creed, with no comment on the readings at all.  I searched online later and found out that homilies are essentially required at 
weekend masses.  They can be left out of weekday masses, though they are encouraged there as well.  I’m not sure if this is what they 
do every week or not, though the congregation (which was quite large) seemed to expect things to flow as they did.  The whole service 
took exactly thirty minutes.  Indeed it had taken me longer to get to St. Paul on the bus than it took for mass. 
 
 After church I went over to the light rail station and caught a green line train.  I made my way past the state capitol and then 
headed west down the median of University Avenue.  While most of the route is in no way beautiful, it is an interesting area.  St. Paul is 
a very “ethnic” city, and I passed through Southeast Asian, Latino, African American, and East African neighborhoods as I made my way 
west. 
 
 I ended up in Stadium Village, the college-town area for the University of Minnesota.  The area was eerily empty with the college 
on break, and it was odd that there were almost no Christmas decorations anywhere.  I had dinner there at a place called Naf Naf Grill.  
With a name supposedly meaning “fan the flame”, Naf Naf is a chain of halal fast food places based in Chicago.  They’ve recently 
expanded to other places and have about a dozen locations around the Twin Cities.  The place works a lot like a Chipotle restaurant, but 
with Middle Eastern food.  You first decide what base you want (rice, couscous, beans, or salad, or inside a pita).  Then you choose a 
protein.  Finally you choose toppings to go on it.  I had chicken shawarma over rice with spicy harissa on top.  It came with a pita on the 
side.  The portion was gigantic, but it really was quite tasty.  The price was about half what I had paid for the Cuban lunch, and it was 
definitely better value. 
 
 On the way back to the hotel a couple of strange things happened.  First two police officers went through the train asking for 
tickets.  With most people (including me), this was uneventful, but they stopped and spoke with an elderly black man for an extended 
period of time.  He showed them a number of documents, but I’m pretty sure none of them was a ticket or a fare card.  They never did 
ticket the guy, so I have no clue what was up. 
 
 Later we were delayed while stopped at a station when some idiot pressed the emergency call button.  This apparently connects 
directly with the driver, and his voice (though not that of the caller) was audible on the loudspeaker.  He answered with the line “This is 
for emergencies only.  What is your emergency?”  There were a couple of brief responses to unknown questions.  Then the train doors 
opened.  I couldn’t see anyone get on or off, but presumably the caller disembarked.  We were on our way about a minute after that.  I’ve 
never been on a train before when that happened. 
 
 I rode the train all the way back to Mall of America.  While that’s closer to the hotel than 28 th Avenue, going there turned out to 
be a mistake.  They’re currently doing major construction at the Mall of America Transit Center (which is on the first floor of the east 
parking ramp by the mall).  They’ve completely moved the busway there, and they’ve put up barriers that make the exit from the train 
station just a narrow pathway.  You can still get to the mall fairly easily from the train, but it’s all but impossible to get to the surrounding 
streets.  I did manage to get back to the hotel, but I had to walk past several “no pedestrians” signs to do so.  I’s be interested to know 
how the people who work at the surrounding businesses (almost all of whom come here by transit) get to their jobs. 
 
 Back at the Fairfield Inn I watched a bit of TV and also started on the letter to my brother that became the basis for this travelogue.  
I had a relaxing evening and then headed to bed. 
 

 
 

 I woke up this morning with the news that there had been a huge tsunami in Indonesia.  That brought back memories of the 
Indian Ocean tsunami that happened when Margaret and I were in Portland years ago at Christmas, I do hope the losses will be as 
minimal as possible. 
 
 Breakfast at the Fairfield Inn was far from my favorite.  Their eggs were watery and had an off taste, and the only meat they had 
was sausage.  I had a mini-waffle, which was tasty and correctly sized (unlike the enormous waffles most hotels offer), and I also enjoyed 
a cup of yogurt.  Then I packed up my car and checked out. 
 
 I drove over to the park-and-ride.  While it’s only about three blocks, it’s become an awkward drive since they installed a 
roundabout there.  I really don’t know what the point of the thing is.  It’s a low traffic area even on weekdays, and the roads the circle 
connects don’t really go through.  Minnesota seems to love roundabouts these days, though; they’re installing them absolutely 
everywhere.  I did make it through the thing all right, and I parked in the ramp, bought another day pass, and soon caught a northbound 
train.  I rode north to Franklin Avenue and then caught a bus west from there. 



 
 My main adventure today was going to another church service.  This one was at Plymouth Congregational, which is about a mile 
north of the Cuban restaurant I ate at yesterday.  It’s certainly an eclectic neighborhood.  There seem to be a range of races and a range 
of income levels.  There are grand old Victorians that have been lovingly preserved and well-tended blocks of low-rise apartments from 
the ‘40s and ‘50s surrounding spacious lawns.  There’s also ratty bungalows and public housing blocks.  The businesses are everything 
from furriers and designer dress shops to pawn shops and Family Dollar. 

 

 
Plymouth Congregational Church 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

 The church serves as a community center for its neighborhood, and there’s also a nursery school and daycare center on site.  
Like many UCC churches, Plymouth is unapologetically liberal and consciously inclusive.  A signal of that is a sign near the entrance that 
gives the traditional Arabic phrase (written in transliteration) that Moslems use to greet each other.  This is presumably directed to 
Minneapolis’ Somali population, and while I can’t argue with “peace be with you”, it does seem odd for a Christian church to give a greeting 
that’s at the core of Islam. 
 
 The church’s congregation was unsurprisingly from the wealthier strata of the neighborhood, and I think they also draw from 
throughout the city and suburbs.  The place reminds me a lot of Chicago Temple, the big Methodist church in the Loop that I’ve gone to 
on a number of occasions.  While the exterior is sprawling rather than towering, the assertively gothic wood sanctuary could be a dead 
ringer for the Chicago church.   
 
 Virtually every pew had people in it, with a total of 300 or so at the service I went to (one of two they have each weekend).  I 
have no clue whether that’s typical or something special because of the holidays.  A reference to “Black Lives Matter” in the sermon drove 
home the fact that the congregation was entirely white.  That intrigued me, since we actually do have black and Asian members who 
attend regularly at the UCC church I go to in Algona. 
 
 The music at this service was absolutely spectacular.  They had an excellent choir and a true virtuoso of an organist.  He was 
able to make what would otherwise have been rather dull hymns (the only one I’d ever heard of before was “Come, Thou Long-Expected 
Jesus”) sound exceptional.  I love it when organ music soars to the heavens, and at this church it truly did. 
 
 The prayers were a mixed bag.  The church is apparently cycling through a series of alternative language Lord’s prayers.  The 
idea is interesting, but I can’t say I cared much for the version they did today.  Something else that was kind of strange was that those 
reading the prayers made no transitional remarks.  They just started in with the first line and went with it.  I don’t really have much feeling 
about that one way or another, but it was kind of strange not to be directed to “please join in the affirmation of faith” or whatever. 
 
 When it came time for the sermon (which was easily long enough to also serve for the missing homily last night), I couldn’t help 
but think about how overworked my brother Paul is in his circuit of churches.  Plymouth in Minneapolis is served by a head pastor (who 
in spite of being “Rev. Paula” seems quite traditional) and two assistants (one male and one female).  The head pastor preaches two 
weeks out of a month, and the assistants once each.  (I’m not sure what happens when a month has five Sundays.)  If it’s their “on” week, 
they have to preach two services, but that’s it.  Those who aren’t preaching do the prayers and readings.  Meanwhile, Paul pretty much 
spends the whole day Sunday doing services in either English or Spanish. 
 
 Something I liked at this church that I’ve seen at only a few others in my life is that they had a “reading from the world”, an 
inspirational text that wasn’t from the Bible.  They also did two Bible readings, one from Micah (which was also the Old Testament reading 
at mass yesterday) and then the Magnificat (which was not the gospel for the day, but which the Revised Common Lectionary presented 
as an alternative to the psalm. 
 
 Today’s sermon was done by the male assistant, and I can’t say it was particularly inspiring.  Theoretically he was preaching on 
the Magnificat, though had that not been read immediately beforehand, I don’t think anyone would have had a clue as to what his text 
was.  While I’m sure the liberal congregation was thrilled to hear references to Black Lives Matter, same-sex marriage, reparations for 
Native Americans, and providing sanctuary for immigrants, how that related to his text or to Advent or Christmas, I have no clue. 
 
 Most of the congregation remained seated during the postlude, essentially listening to an organ concert.  While I do love organ 
music, I didn’t really see a reason to stick around after church.  I made my way to the exit and was on my way.   It was an interesting 
service, but I don’t know that I’ll be rushing back to this particular church in the future. 
 



 
 I spent the early afternoon just bumming around the Cities, riding trains and buses to various neighborhoods.  Around 2:30 I 
rode out to Mall of America.  The final part of that ride was memorable.  Two black teenagers boarded about five minutes before we 
reached the terminal, and they spent that time making fun of every other passenger in the car at the top of their lungs.  I’m not sure they 
realized just how loud they were, but they’d have been obnoxious even if they were quiet. 

 
 I went to the new food court at Mall of America (much improved from 
what they used to have), and I had a late lunch (or perhaps an early dinner) 
there.  I ate at a place called #MMMELT, which specializes in grilled cheese.  
The sandwich I had was a grilled cheese with maple-coated bacon in it.  
While I think I’d have actually preferred regular bacon (the maple was weirdly 
sweet), it wasn’t bad.  It was also about half the price of the Cuban sandwich 
yesterday—so not cheap, but not really all that expensive either. 
 
 I went back to the park-and-ride and drove less than a mile to the 
Embassy Suites—MSP Airport.  My stay here was a freebie, mostly from 
points I’d earned while on vacation in Utah last summer.  Even the cash rate 
was fairly affordable, though—under $100, which is pretty good for an 
Embassy Suites.  I think the Bloomington area is getting to be over-built with 
hotels, so the older ones are struggling just a bit.  Signs in the lobby here talk 
of room renovations taking place this winter.  I’m pretty sure my room had yet  

to be renovated, though, as there were lots of dings on the walls and furnishings.  There was nothing really wrong with the room, but it 
had definitely seen some heavy use. 
 
 Hilton allows you to check in online at their properties and choose the room you’d like to stay in.  I’d done that, but when I arrived, 
my room was not yet available.  They were, however, able to assign me to an identical room (805 as opposed to 905). 
 

Once I got settled, I also checked in for my flights tomorrow.  Unfortunately I couldn’t get a boarding pass, because I needed to 
scan my passport before that would be allowed.  Theoretically I could take a picture of the identification page of my passport on my phone 
and then attach that picture to the check-in, but I couldn’t get that to work properly (probably because I was checking in on a computer 
rather than my phone).  Since I had some free time, I decided to take the train over to the airport and check in at one of the machines 
there.  The machine wasn’t exactly user friendly.  All the instructions on how to use it were in pictures rather than words, and it took me 
about five minutes to figure out how to scan my passport.  Eventually I did get my boarding passes, though.  It was good to know that 
everything was in order.  The flights were all listed as “on time”, and while that could certainly change, it was at least a good sign for now. 

 
Shortly after 6:00 I caught the #54 bus again and headed back to St. Paul.  I’ve had some “colorful” experiences on Twin Cities 

transit in the past, but tonight definitely took the prize.  A father and his three pre-teen boys were seated in the rear of the bus.  The father 
was perfectly fine, but the boys were swearing a blue streak the whole way to St. Paul.  I’m not a fan of swearing in general, and it’s 
certainly not appropriate coming from elementary kids.  Dad did nothing to reprimand them, and while the driver threatened to kick them 
off a couple of times, he never actually did. 

 
I’d come to St. Paul to see the play Elf:  The Musical at the Ordway Theatre.  Based on the movie of the same name, it’s far 

from the best show I’d ever seen.  It was entertaining, though.  The music was delightful, but the comedy was a bit forced.  It was a nice 
way to spend the evening, though.  My ticket was cheap as such things go ($40, I think), because theoretically I had an obstructed view.  
I was clear over at the side of the theatre, but only four rows back.  While a little bit of the set wasn’t visible, I saw all the action of the play 
fine.  It was one of the few times I’ve actually been able to see facial expressions in a professional show, and that was kind of fun. 

 
The Ordway Theatre is really quite nice.  It was built in the 1980s, though I’d have guessed it a bit older than that, primarily with 

money donated by the heiress to 3M, for which it was named.  It’s an extremely vertical space, with four balconies.  That means it doesn’t 
go that far back, though, so it seems more intimate than many big theatres.  There’s a mostly glass lobby that faces Rice Park, where St. 
Paul has its city Christmas tree.  Elf was done by a national touring company, but the Ordway also produces about half a dozen shows 
of its own each year.  I may try to go back there at some point to see one of the local shows. 

 
 The show let out shortly after 10pm, and at that point I encountered the biggest problem with seeing a play on a Sunday night—
transportation.  There was a long wait for a bus once the show was over.  Theoretically service on bus #54 is supposed to be every half 
hour at this point, but I waited about forty minutes before finally boarding. 
 
 The return trip was much less eventful, although eavesdropping on my fellow passengers, I found that two of them were former 
convicts.  Both are now working as cooks in nice restaurants, and they were discussing—of all things—different ways to cook sea bass.  
 

 
 
 I typically have trouble sleeping when I travel, and that was the case last night.  I actually slept okay, just not that long.  I was 
wide awake at 5am, and after tossing around a few times, I figured I might as well just get up.  I listened to the news and checked out 
Santa’s route on the NORAD tracker (which is privately funded and thus not affected by the government shutdown).  I’d find Santa had 



just dropped off toys at McMurdo Station, Antarctica when I checked.  I’m not sure there’s much in the way of children down there, but I 
suppose Santa has gifts for the young at heart as well. 
 
 I was among the first in line for the Embassy Suites breakfast, which opened at 6:30.  I had one of their made-to-order omelettes, 
and I also enjoyed grapefruit, hash browns, and bacon.  Breakfast is a highlight at Embassy Suites, so I made sure to have my fill. 
 
 I left the hotel around 7:15 and was pleased that my car started right up, since it normally doesn’t stay outdoors in winter.  I 
made my way to the parking ramp at Terminal 2 (which is significantly cheaper than those at the main terminal), parked, got my stuff, and 
then had a long wait for the light rail to take me over to Terminal 1. 
 
 A sign on the escalator at the light rail station said the skyway security checkpoint (which I’ve used before) was open.  
Unfortunately, it was only open for airline personnel, not for the general public.  So I took the tram over to the main terminal and made 
my way to the main checkpoint.   The tape maze there could accommodate many thousands; it reminded me of the lines at Universal 
Studios last summer.  Most of it was empty, though, and even in the last part where there were people, it moved right along. 
 
 Today was the easiest security I’ve dealt with in years—and possibly ever.  After one guard checked IDs, another instructed that 
everything (including electronics and liquids) should be left inside our bags to go through the X-ray.  We had to take off winter coats, but 
we were allowed to leave on our shoes.  They had one of those full-body scanners for our line, but pretty much everyone was directed to 
the standard metal detector.  There was no delay at all in processing me, and most others made it through quickly as well. 
 
 I wondered as I went through security whether the TSA agents were being paid for their work today.  They presumably are 
considered “vital” employees, but I know in many government agencies, payment even for those who are working will be delayed.   The 
whole idea of the shutdown is just silly, and I wish the President would stop being so pig-headed and let the government work. 
 
 While MSP is a very large airport, the vast majority of it is used exclusively by Delta.  I was flying United, which—together with 
about half a dozen other carriers—uses the E-concourse on the opposite side of the check-in area from the many concourses Delta uses. 
While much of the airport has been recently renovated, that was not true of the United gates.  While other gates had new leather seats 
and electrical charging stations, the United area looked like it hadn’t been updated since the ‘70s. 
 
 I always do a lot of people watching when I travel.  Most interesting among the fellow passengers here was a couple sitting in 
the row behind me who were flying to Antarctica.  They were discussing the weather at McMurdo Station.  It’s summer there now, but 
Santa still would have found temperatures around freezing when he stopped his sleigh there.  The couple apparently drove to MSP from 
central Wisconsin.  Their itinerary then takes them from Minneapolis to Los Angeles to Auckland to Christchurch and finally to McMurdo.  
Eventually they’ll fly from McMurdo to the South Pole.  I have no idea how long that takes, and I’m certainly glad my holiday plans aren’t 
so ambitious. 
 

Strangely they changed the gate for my flight in Minneapolis twice.  There was one gate printed on my boarding pass, but it 
showed another once I made it through security.  I checked again as it got near flight time, and I’m glad I did.  We ended up leaving from 
a gate clear at the far end of the concourse, nowhere near where I’d been waiting. 
 
 It’s been quite a while since I’ve flown and even longer since I’ve been on United Airlines.  I’m pretty sure the last time I flew 
United their logo was a stylized red, white, and blue “U”.  They’ve since merged with Continental, and they adopted that airline’s navy 
blue globe as their logo.  I don’t think United was ever a “good” airline, but I’d swear they’ve made the seat pitch even narrower since I 
was last in the air.  The plane (an old, but well-kept 737) was entirely full, and it was more than a bit crowded. 
 
 As we began our flight, the pilot said, “What a wonderful day to fly!”  While the interior of our plane wasn’t terribly pleasant, I’d 
definitely agree with him on the outside conditions.  It was mostly perfectly clear, and even where there were clouds, I could still see down 
to the fields and towns below. 
 
 The most annoying aspect of the flight was the “entertainment” shown on the at-seat screens.  Most airlines I’ve flown on recently 
have the default on this showing a map and information about the flight.  United, though, just plays ads hoping you’ll pay $5.99 to watch 
satellite TV while in flight.  I don’t think a single person did so.  It reminded me of the old airfones that nobody ever used.  The satellite 
TV is even sillier given that the flight attendants told us (and the inflight magazine confirmed) that you could watch movies and TV shows 
for free through United’s website and smartphone app.  The wifi on United flights is also has a fee, but they let you get to the United 
website (and all the stored entertainment) free of charge. 
 
 They schedule an hour and a half for the MSP—ORD flight.  The actual flying time is only 59 minutes, though, and I think that 
includes a bit of anticipated circling time.  We flew out way over Lake Michigan (which afforded gorgeous views of the Chicago skyline 
and then circled back to land headed west.  We were on the ground almost exactly an hour after we’d taken off, and we were at the gate 
within ten minutes of that.  Even sitting at the very back of the plane, I was in the terminal before we were scheduled to land. 
 
 United’s domestic flights mostly use Terminal 1, the newest part of the enormous complex at O’Hare.  They built this when I was 
in high school, and it was considered beautiful and state of the art at the time.  It’s showing lots of wear these days, and it’s far from my 
favorite airport terminal.  The concourses are too narrow, and the seating is very cramped.  I suspect there’s exactly the number of seats 
at each gate as the planes that depart from there can hold.  Lots of people claim multiple seats, though, and even if they don’t, most 
people prefer to leave an empty seat between them and the next person.  At Minneapolis, there’s seating available everywhere, but it’s 
definitely at a premium at O’Hare. 
 



 For lunch I walked from the C to the B concourse (the other part of Terminal 1) and bought food from Tortas Frontera.  This is 
the airport outpost of Frontera Grill, a famous restaurant owned by Chef Rick Bayless.  My sister Margaret always watched his shows on 
public television, and I’m pretty sure she ate at his “real” restaurant once—though not on any trip she made with me.  While a bit pricier 
than most airport fare, the lunch was really very good.  I had corn and chipotle chowder, a “mollete” (an open-faced sandwich that was 
almost like a small pizza), and some lime and cucumber agua fresca.  The soup was especially tasty—deep, rich flavors without being 
overwhelmed by spice.  I’d definitely stop there again if I had a layover at O’Hare. 
 
 Gate C-4 is part of a collection of gates at the far end of the C-concourse that accommodate small planes.  While Ottawa is a 
major city, it is mostly served by carriers like Air Canada.  Most of the air traffic from the States to that part of Canada goes to Montreal, 
so it’s smaller “regional jets” that head to Ottawa.  I think my ticket was cheap precisely because the flight was on a small plane, but I’ve 
certainly got no problem with that. 
 
 The passengers waiting to head to Ottawa were a very multi-ethnic group.  I suppose that makes sense for Canada, and 
particularly for the capital.  There were several “First Nations” (i.e. Native American) people and also people from southern and eastern 
Asia.  A woman with a stroller across from me wore a hijab, but there were also Anglo people in classic business dress.  The mix made 
me interested to see what the city itself would be like. 
 

The plane we took to Ottawa was larger than I’d expected.  Made by the Brazilian company Embraer, it seated 80 people and 
had both economy (2—2) and first class (2—1) seats.  What particularly surprised me was that it had full-sized overhead storage, big 
enough to hold the roller bag I’d brought along as my carry-on.  (I opted not to pay $25 to check a bag.)  The seating pitch was also more 
generous than it had been on the 737.  While this flight was also sold out, it didn’t feel that crowded.  I’d actually rank this as one of my 
favorites of all the planes I’ve flown on. 
 
 The flight left O’Hare at mid-afternoon.  They actually closed the gate about ten minutes early, since everyone has already 
boarded.  We taxied a long time, but there weren’t any real delays taking off.  The flight was largely uneventful.  The person next to me 
seemed a bit ill and kept his head down on the seat in front through the entire trip.  He was never actually sick, though—thank goodness.  
The flight attendant for the back of the plane was a middle aged man with a scraggly beard and a Santa hat.   
 
 You get a sense of just how little population there is in Canada when you see it from the air.  Ontario is the most heavily settled 
part of Canada, but—unlike in the American Midwest—you don’t see many roads or towns from the air.  Mostly what I looked down on 
was forest.  It became dark as we started our descent, and Ottawa itself stood out as a sea of lights in the midst of total blackness. 
 
 We arrived about 5:30 Eastern time, which was well ahead of schedule.  The first thing I had to do on landing as to clear customs 
(or technically “border services”).  That was an interesting experience, completely different from the other experiences I’ve had with 
customs.  Virtually the entire process was automated.  They had a room full of touch-screen kiosks, and a guard directed people to 
different ones as they became available.  I first scanned my passport at the kiosk (which was easier than at airport check-in), and then it 
went through a long series of questions that in the past was probably printed on an entry form they had passengers fill out on board the 
plane.  With the exception of “how long are you staying?” everything was a yes or no question, with the “correct” answer being “no”. 
 
 Once I finished with the questions, the machine took my picture.  According to the Canadian Border Services website they use 
facial recognition technology to compare the photo the machine takes to the photo on my passport.  The machine printed out a receipt 
that had a copy of my picture and a summary of my answers to the questions on it.  A rather bored young woman at the desk looked at 
the receipt, took a very brief look at my passport, and made a check mark in red magic marker on the receipt.  She handed me the receipt, 
and I proceeded to the next room, where those with checked luggage claimed their bags.  Since I had only carry-on luggage, I just kept 
walking to the exit.  A black woman in a hijab just took the receipt and waved me out the door.  I assume either of the women could detain 
people for various reasons, but there were no delays at all for me. 
 
 While it serves a city of a million people, MacDonald—Cartier International Airport (with the amusing airport abbreviation YOW) 
is really rather small.  There’s a single terminal that struck me as about the same size as the airport in New Orleans—just a bit larger than 
Des Moines.  The arrival hall (where I went after exiting customs) is lined with various businesses.  It’s not well signed, but I did eventually 
find the two things I needed:  a restroom and an ATM.  After getting a stack of plastic $20 bills, I searched for the airport bus stop.  The 
signs for “ground transportation” included taxis and car rental, but not the city bus.  I ended up asking a woman at an information desk, 
and she gave me almost too specific directions (taking a specific exit and looking at 2:00 when I went out the door).  Just knowing the 
correct exit would have been sufficient, since the bus stop is quite obvious from that door. 
 
 It was notably colder in Ottawa than it had been in the Twin Cities.  A display board at the airport said it was -14.  That is Celsius, 
of course, but it’s single digits in Fahrenheit—which is cold, particularly when it was only about 6pm. 
 
 Before long a bus pulled up with a display that alternated “OUT OF SERVICE” and “HORS SERVICE”.  The driver opened the 
door, and I hesitantly asked if this was bus #97.  The driver seemed to think I was crazy (a legitimate thought, since bus #97 is the only 
one that goes to the airport), but he said it was.  When I explained what the display said, he said that was because he was taking a break.  
I confirmed that this bus would be going downtown and then paid my fare ($3.50 Canadian, which I paid with coins that were left from a 
previous trip).  We waited at the airport for about five minutes, and then we set out. 
 
 Bus #97 mostly follows a dedicated busway, traveling in its own right of way, with dedicated stations that are similar to rail 
stations in other cities.  The main exception to that is downtown, where at the moment almost every bus route follows the same two one-
way streets.  They’re building a subway to replace the downtown buses.  (It’s actually done, but they’ve postponed the official opening 
until spring.)  Hopefully that will relieve a bit of congestion. 
 



 Those who feel private companies will do a better job with infrastructure than the government should follow the story of Ottawa’s 
Confederation Line.  Instead of just having OCTranspo (the local transit provider) build the subway, the city contracted it to a private 
company called the Rideau Transit Group.  They were awarded the contract at the beginning of 2012.  The name “Confederation Line” 
was chosen because the subway was supposed to be open for the sesquicentennial of Canada’s confederation, which was in 2017.  At 
that point they postponed the opening until summer of 2018, and it was then postponed to late fall.  Then in early fall they announced that 
the line wouldn’t open until March of 2019.  So it’s been postponed three times, and it’s now half a billion dollars over budget.  That’s far 
from the greatest argument for privatization. 
 
 Two downtown stops (Laurier/UOttawa and Mackenzie King) are roughly equidistant from the hotel where I’d be staying.  While 
I found out later that Mackenzie King was actually more convenient, when I saw a big sign that said “NOVOTEL” from the Laurier stop, I 
decided to get off there.  I couldn’t figure out a direct way to get to the hotel from there, though, so I ended up basically following the bus 
on foot to Mackenzie King.  That station is located on a big bridge, and there are steps from the east end of the bridge that lead down to 
the street the hotel is on. 
 
 While Ottawa is mostly built on a grid, there are surprisingly many streets that don’t go through.  Many times this is due to 
geography, as fairly large cliffs and various bodies of water divide the different neighborhoods.  In other places they’ve erected buildings 
(mostly prominent government offices) covering multiple city blocks and blocking off the street that would be in the middle.  There’s also 
lots of streets in the downtown area that have been designated for pedestrian use only and others that are limited to buses.  That 
combination would make it a real chore to drive in Ottawa, and I’m very glad I didn’t have a car. 
 
 I checked in easily and tried to go up to my room.  When I pressed the “4” button, though, nothing happened.  Eventually I 
realized I needed to tap my room key first before selecting a floor with guest rooms.  That’s not a bad feature to have in a big city hotel, 
but it did catch me by surprise. 
 
 I was in Room 435 of the Novotel Ottawa.  I’d stayed at a Novotel (part of the Accor chain that’s based in France) once before, 
when I was in Toronto with Margaret.  Like that hotel, this one has an ultramodern design, and it seems quite upmarket.  At least at the 
holidays it’s very affordable, though—right at $100 Canadian dollars a night, which is about $75 U.S. dollars.  The tax is steep, but that’s 
true with almost every hotel these days. 

 
St. Paul’s Eastern United Church of Canada – Ottawa, Ontario 
(This picture is from the church website.  It was far too dark  

to take photos on Christmas eve.) 

 I’d decided ahead of time to go to at 
least one Christmas Eve service in Ottawa, 
and I’d toyed with the idea of going to as many 
as three.  I’d checked several churches’ 
websites ahead of time to find what types of 
services were available when.  The first 
service I decided to go to was a 7:30 service 
at St. Paul’s Eastern United Church, which 
was about three blocks west of my hotel.  After 
resting a bit, I headed over there. 
 

 St. Paul’s Eastern is both one of the 
oldest buildings and one of the oldest church 
congregations in Ottawa.  The current name is 
the result of a merger in 1925 (when the 
United Church of Canada was formed) 
between St. Paul’s Presbyterian Church and 
Eastern Methodist Church.  The church ended 
up in the St. Paul’s building, which dates to the 
late 1880s. 
 

 The St. Paul’s building is listed as a 
historic structure, though it’s been modified 
numerous times in various unfortunate ways.  
The sanctuary reminded me a lot of the church 
I go to, with old wooden pews spanning a large 
arc of a circle.  My church has a gorgeous 
wood ceiling, though, while St. Paul’s Eastern 

has bare plaster.  Worse, the area up front by the altar is covered with cheap blond wood paneling and a projection screen.  The other 
walls are in the process of being painted gray, and there were still ladders and paint supplies stored at the side of the sanctuary—
something I’d think they’d have removed for Christmas.  The sanctuary has enormous windows in an ornate design, but they’re a ll clear 
glass rather than colored.  Finally, they’ve replaced the lights in their chandeliers with big ball-shaped fluorescent bulbs that produce a 
harsh, bright light that looked very odd at an evening service.  “Beautiful” is not a word I’d use to describe this church, but it was interesting. 
 
 There are numerous exterior doors at St. Paul’s Eastern, and there was no indication of which should be used (or that there was 
a Christmas Eve service, for that matter).  I chose the rather grand steps at the side.  They were in a state of disrepair, and I suspect 
they’re rarely used.  The door at the top was unlocked, though, and I made my way inside.  A young black woman in a choir robe handed 
me a bulletin and a long taper candle.   While it was only ten minutes before the service was set to begin, there were only two other 
people seated in the pews when I arrived.  I took a seat about halfway forward and on leftmost of three aisles. 
 
 I’m pretty sure this church is struggling more than my home church.  Their sanctuary can probably seat 1½ times what ours 
does, so it would comfortably hold 300 modern adults of hefty proportions.  Even counting a half dozen who showed up after the service 



had started, there were only 40 in attendance tonight.  The place looked absolutely empty.  I don’t think we’ve had that few in my home 
church at Christmas, even when we were between ministers.  The minister looked a bit sad at the sparse attendance, and she waited to 
start the service until about five minutes after the scheduled time. 
 
 Those who were in attendance were a surprisingly diverse group.  While there was only a single family with kids, there were lots 
of young couples and a number of people of college age, in addition to the blue-hairs you’d expect.  The majority were white (and I’m 
pretty sure all Anglophone), but there were about half a dozen black people, and another half dozen who were of Asian descent.  People 
wore everything from ties and party dresses to T-shirts and sweatpants.  I had on a sweater, and that was very appropriate. 
 

The service wasn’t bad, though it was too long.  It had four main parts:  lessons and carols, a lengthy sermon, a very formal 
communion, and a lengthy liturgy for lighting candles.  We ended up singing eight different hymns, and there were two anthems and 
instrumental music during communion as well.  Some of the hymns are published in both English and French in the United Church hymnal, 
and we sang at least one verse of those “en français”.  We also sang “Stille Nacht” in German in honor of the song’s bicentennial.  
 
 Rev. Laurie McKnight needs to learn how to make up a bulletin, because hers was very difficult to follow.  Most awkward, there 
was no indication as to when we should stand and when we should sit, and it seemed to strike even regular members as odd that we 
stood for some hymns and sat for others. 
 
 The lessons and carols portion of the service suffered from two very weak lectors and a congregation that didn’t want to sing.  I 
assume the minister asked for volunteers to do the readings, but honestly she’d have done better to either read them herself or to recruit 
specific people who she knew could read effectively.  Unfortunately the ones who did read tonight made stumble after stumble after 
stumble. 
 
 The sermon was too long, but it was actually kind of interesting.  Rev. McKnight explored how much of Christmas is captured in 
sounds and went on to direct us to listen for the voice of God among the many sounds we hear.  I know pastors are not huge fans of 
preparing Christmas sermons (though they’re the single most important sermon of the year from the congregation’s point of view).  She’d 
obviously worked hard on this one, and the preparation showed. 
 
 The minister spoke at length of the fact that the United Church has open communion, so everyone was welcome at the table.  
With that announcement, it struck me as odd that several people didn’t partake of the elements.  I assume they were the unchurched 
spouses or significant others of regular members, but it was still kind of odd that they just sat there. 
 
 We took communion by lining up to go up front.  One person served us a chunk of bread, and another gave us a miniature cup 
of grape juice.  We consumed those standing up and then dropped then dropped the cups into a basket that had been placed on one of 
the front pews.  I must say it’s a bit awkward to manage both a chunk of bread and a communion cup at the same time.  I got through it, 
though. 
 
 The candle lighting was really the best part of the service.  I liked that there was a formal liturgy for it, rather than just being 
tacked onto the end of the service as it so often is.  They used the projection screen well during this part of the service .  They’d made a 
PowerPoint with all the responses, done in muted colors and with appropriate Christmas backgrounds.  The PowerPoint really did serve 
as a worship aid, rather than being distracting from the darkened sanctuary.  I also liked that they ended the service with “Joy to the 
World” rather than “Silent Night”.  Even if the congregation didn’t sing much, I still felt I was sent into the world with to celebrate the joy of 
Christmas. 
 
 Since this service lasted nearly an hour and forty five minutes, it became literally impossible to go to three services this evening.  
So I went back to the hotel, rested just a bit, and then around 10pm set out for my second church service of the evening.  To get there I’d  

 
Christmas Lights Across Canada on the Centre Block of Parliament 

walk about a mile and 
a half west of the 
hotel, clear at the 
other end of 
downtown. 
 

 This ended 
up being a very nice 
walk, on which I 
passed numerous 
light displays.  The 
biggest by far was on 
Parliament Hill, which 
was all lit up as part of 
“Christmas Lights 
Across Canada”, an 
annual tradition that 
began in the 21st 
Century.  The focus of 
the display is the 
Centre Block of 
Parliament, where the 
House   of  Commons 



and the Canadian Senate are separated by a Big Ben-like Peace Tower.  Animated winter scenes were projected on the building, 
apparently on a five-minute rotation.  The show mostly featured Canadian wildlife (moose, foxes, and polar bears, for instance), but there 
were also animated elves and happy children of every race.  It was beautifully done, and I’m glad I was able to see it. 

 
 All the parks in Ottawa have their trees 
lit up in colorful lights, but the biggest display by 
far is Sparks Street (a mostly pedestrian route a 
block south of Parliament).  Block after block 
(nearly a mile) is covered with elegant holiday 
decorations.  Every lamp post is decked out with 
garlands and lights, there are Christmas trees all 
along the route, there’s tasteful wreathes in a 
variety of styles on the doors, and they have huge 
displays of snowmen, nutcrackers, Santas, and 
any other secular Christmas object you can 
imagine.  It really is a wonderland to walk through. 

 
 The Sparks Street displays ended at a 
Lutheran church with a spectacular rose window 
that was brightly lit from the inside on Christmas 
Eve.    Just  beyond   there  was  my   destination, 

 
Sparks Street – Ottawa, Ontario 

Christ Church, the Anglican cathedral for the Diocese of Ottawa. 
 
 The Anglican Church of Canada is the local branch of the Church of England, and this particular cathedral is the place Queen 
Elizabeth worships when she has reason to be in Canada’s capital.  It has hosted numerous state funerals, and while both the current 
Prime Minister and Governor General are Catholic, they both worship here (at least occasionally) in addition to their home churches. 
 
 The 11:00 service I was attending was the most formal of three Christmas Eve services at the cathedral.  It was entitled "the 
festal Eucharist for the Nativity of our Lord and Savior”, and it certainly came across as what you’d expect in a place the Queen goes to 
church.  It bore more similarity to a royal wedding than it did to the service I’d been to earlier in the evening.  They distributed a twelve-
page program at the entrance that contained every word of all the prayers (both those said by the priests and by the congregation) as 
well as the lyrics to the hymns and anthems.  I’ve been to Episcopal churches before where I was forever turning to different books, and 
I must say it was good to have everything all in one place. 
 
 Christ Church is about the same age as St. Paul’s Eastern, and on the outside it looks equally worn.  They’ve blocked off the 
main stairs, with a sign explaining that “no winter maintenance” is provided on them (a very common sign in Ottawa).  The plaza in front 
of those stairs is covered in salt (like much of the city is), and I joined other worshipers in tracking that salt all over the carpet to the 
accessible entryway (which in winter at least is the only real entrance to the church) and the beautiful wood mosaic floor of the sanctuary. 

 
Christ Church Cathedral – Ottawa 

(Most of the elegance can’t be seen in this quick snapshot.) 

 
 The sanctuary is really is 
spectacularly decorated.  It’s cruciform 
(with the choir and assisting clergy in the 
side-facing seats), and the focus is an 
enormous carved wood altarpiece that 
is absolutely gorgeous.   Everything is 
brightly lit, thanks to theatrical lighting 
that has been strategically added to 
assist the chandeliers. 
 
 The place is modestly sized as 
cathedrals go.  It probably seats 600 or 
so.  The center area was packed, with 
the sides about one-third full—many 
times the number at the United Church 
service.  Here my sweater put me at the 
low end of the dress code.  It was 
acceptable, but a tie would have been 
preferred—particularly on someone my 
age.  The women seemed to be 
competing  with  their  outfits,    most  of 

which looked like red and green prom dresses.  The choir (fifty strong and a mix of all ages) had stiffly starched formal robes in white over 
red.  Again, they looked like what you’d see at a royal wedding or funeral. 
 
 The congregation surprised me in being quite multi-ethnic.  Being the Anglican church, it’s no surprise that white people were 

by far the majority, but there were lots of blacks in attendance as well.  I suspect many of them were immigrants from countries that had 
been colonized by Great Britain.  There were also quite a few South Asian people, again from Britain’s colonial empire. 
 
 The service was every bit as formal as my lead up implies, but oddly it didn’t come across as pompous.  The Bishop in particu lar 
was very welcoming, and his sermon (recalling an experience of being lost in fog while hiking and then having the sun come out, an 



analogy to the light Christ brings to clear the fog of our lives) was delivered in a quiet, formal tone that commanded respect but wasn’t 
preachy. 
 
 Everyone involved with this service had obviously put in a lot of rehearsal.  The lectors (all lay people, except for a female priest 
from Africa who read the gospel) were absolutely perfect.  They read every word clearly, using well-modulated voices to good effect.  As 
is often true in old stone buildings, there’s a bit of an echo at Christ Church.  The readers were aware of this, though, and they used it to 
enhance rather than detracting from their words. 
 
 I don’t know what Bible the Anglican church uses, but I really liked the wording to the readings.  Basically they were very formal 
modern language—understandable, but with the reverence scripture should have. 
 
 The music was outstanding.  The choir hit every note perfectly, and with that large of a group it provided a full, well-rounded 
sound.  They had a male soloist (a college kid, I think) who was absolutely phenomenal.  The congregation also sang well, and they had 
an excellent organist who added precisely the right amount of flourishes.  Again there really was too much music, but it was all very 
enjoyable. 
 
 We sang four hymns.  The formal processional (during which the choir and the priests paraded around the sanctuary—literally 
around, not just down the center aisle) was “O Come, All Ye Faithful”.  We also sang “Joy to the World” and “Hark! The Herald Angels 

Sing”, which are two of my favorites.  The offertory hymn was completely unfamiliar, a song called “Unto Us Is Born a Son” to a medieval 
tune called “Piae Cantiones”.  It was far from my favorite, but three out of four on the good side isn’t bad. 
 
 There was one other piece of music that stood out in a positive way.  For the “motet” (an anthem that follows the sermon in 
formal Anglican worship) the choir sang a hymn called “Rejoice and Be Merry in Songs and in Mirth”, which had a Victorian tune that was 
at once both jolly and elegant.  While writing this I just listened to a version of that hymn on YouTube, and it added to my Christmas spirit. 
 
 The woman at the United Church could take a lesson in preparing a bulletin from the one they used at the cathedral.  Not only 
did it indicate how the congregants were to move, it also differentiated not only between the priest’s words and the responses (through 
the use of bold face), but also between what was said and what was sung or chanted (the latter being italicized).  What’s more, there 
were clear directions on how communion would be served, which is particularly useful at a service where there may be a lot of people 
who don’t attend regularly.  They also note that while Anglicans do essentially have open communion, it is an individual choice whether 
or not one wishes to receive the elements. 
 
 I did go up for communion.  They have an enormous altar rail at Christ Church, and they accommodated groups of about thirty 
at a time.  Several priests distributed the elements (wafers followed by a sip of a strangely sweet red wine), so that part of the service 
went quickly even with a big group.  While we received communion, the choir sang “The Seven Joys of Mary” in its entirety, followed by 
“Silent Night”.  By the time they’d finished the first verse of “Silent Night” everyone was done.  I’ve been to much smaller churches where 
communion took longer. 
 
 It was right at 12:30 when the last notes of the recessional sounded.  Many people stayed around for the postlude, but I made 
my way to the exit as quickly as I could. 
 
 When I left the church I couldn’t help but notice a homeless man sleeping on a bench in front of the plaza by the entrance.  
Ottawa has a surprising number of homeless people, almost all of them old white men.  In winter the bums all but disappear from the 
streets in Minneapolis, and I guess I expected it would be similar here.  Of course in Canada there aren’t southern destinations they can 
migrate to.  It can’t be easy living outdoors in single digit weather.  At St. Paul’s Eastern they made a point of mentioning that the Christmas 
offering would go to their outreach projects for the homeless, so hopefully my contribution made at least a small difference. 
 
 I made my way back down Sparks Street, where several other homeless men were sleeping under the shelter of store awnings.  
When I got back to the hotel, I found the door locked.  Though there was no explanation as to what I was to do, I saw a key reader at the 
side.  I tapped my key, and the door did open.  It was 1am now, and I’d been up since early morning.  I went to my room and just collapsed. 

 
Firetruck and police van parked outside the Novotel 

 
 Unfortunately I didn’t sleep all that long.  
At about 4am an alarm went off, and a very loud 
loudspeaker announced over and over again in 
French and English:  “A fire condition has been 
reported in this building.  Please await further 
instructions.”  There never were any further 
instructions.  The message just kept repeating 
over and over again.  I noticed fire trucks and 
police vehicles parked outside, and I noticed that 
yellow tape had been placed to block off the 
sidewalk below.  I really didn’t know what to do.  I 
thought evacuation might be prudent, but there 
wasn’t any smoke in the hallway on my floor.  I 
also didn’t really want to head outdoors with the 
temperature around zero.  I did dress, and I 
began packing up many of my things—first my 
medicine, passport, and car keys, and then things 
like  my  computer  and extra clothes—getting as 



much as I could to fit in a bookbag I could easily carry with me.  I noticed, though, that both the electricity and heat were still working fine.  
Eventually the alarm turned off, which made me somewhat less concerned.  About that time I also noticed that the firemen, who had been 
on the scene for nearly an hour at that point, weren’t really doing much of anything at that point.  When one fire truck actually pulled away 
shortly after 5:00, I decided to try to get some more sleep.  I ended up sleeping until about 8:30, so I guess in two halves I got a decent 
night’s rest. 
 

 
 
 I inquired at the desk this morning, and found out that there was in fact a small fire on the 22nd floor of this building.  The fire 
activated both the alarm throughout the building and the sprinkler system on that floor.  The fire was out quickly, but turning on the 
sprinklers caused a pipe to burst, and what the firemen were really doing was dealing with that.   

 

This is a multi-use building.  The hotel only 
occupies the lowest nine floors.  There are government 
offices in the middle, and the top (where the fire was) is 
condo units.  There’s apparently water damage in the 
condos, but nothing at all on the lower floors.  The only real 
effect to the hotel is that the windows on my north side of 
the building (my side) are now covered in ice.  The 
sidewalk was closed off because the leaking pipe sprayed 
down there and created tons of ice.  (I also saw a plow 
scraping ice off the street.)  There’s also icicles on the 
balconies of the condos, and that creates a hazard should 
they break off and fall. 

 
It turns out that staying in my room was probably 

the best choice, though it would have been nice if there 
had been a follow-up to the alarm message to confirm that.   

 
Blocked off sidewalk outside the Novotel 

Apparently several hotel guests went down to the lobby, but police and firefighters just told them to go back upstairs.  The condo residents 
did evacuate.  They spent a couple of hours in the street level elevator lobby that leads to the government offices.  Eventually the hotel 
offered them complimentary rooms (which was easy to do, since most of the place was empty).  I’ve never had an experience quite like 
that before, and hopefully I never will again. 
 
 After beginning with fire and ice, most of Christmas Day was pretty uneventful.  I decided to have breakfast at the hotel restaurant 
(the Albion Rooms), which was open and doing a pretty good business.  As is typical at “nice” hotels, breakfast is not included in the room 
rate.  It was definitely not cheap either—$19.95 plus $3.95 tax plus another three bucks for a tip.  That’s Canadian dollars, of course, but 
it’s way overpriced even after converting.  The waiter suggested he might see me again tomorrow for breakfast, but I’m pretty sure that 
won’t be the case. 

 
That said, the buffet was a very nice spread.  There was every kind of elegant French pastry you could imagine, plus an 

assortment of artisan breads with four kinds of delicious “house made” jams.  There were scrambled eggs, bacon (which was fatty and 
by far the worst part of the meal), German sausage links (which I passed on), and delicious seasoned home fries.  I also passed on the 
oatmeal and “house made” yogurt, but I did enjoy a variety of fruit and also some cheese and cold ham slices.  (They had all kinds of 
cold-cuts, all produced in the restaurant rather than bought).  Finally I enjoyed strong coffee and four glasses of freshly squeezed juice 
(one of each kind they had, and I particularly enjoyed that grapefruit was among them).  I tried hard to get twenty bucks worth of food, 
and I think I succeeded. 

 
I burned off many calories from breakfast by spending most of the day hiking.  I likely walked nine miles or more, and I must say 

it’s good to feel my back is in good enough shape to do that again.  First I walked down Sussex Drive (or “Promenade Sussex Drive”, as 
all the excruciatingly bilingual signs say here).  This took me past the Catholic cathedral, which is where the third service I might have 
gone to last night would have been.  Notre Dame in Ottawa is a truly bilingual parish.  They weekend schedule includes multiple masses 
in both English and French, as well as bilingual masses where different parts of the service are done in each language. 

 
Ottawa as a whole is very much a bilingual city.  The nature of being Canada’s capital forces it to be so.  By law all Canadian 

government services must be equally available in English and French, and out of efficiency the government prefers to hire people who 
can fluently speak both languages.  Ottawa is also located on the border between Ontario and Quebec and the traditional border between 
French Canada and English Canada.  It has been influenced by both English and French language and culture.  While most of the 
population in Ottawa is bilingual, most prefer one language or the other, with about two-thirds speaking English at home and one-fourth 
French.  The remainder speak other languages—notably Arabic, Russian, and Spanish. 

 
Service workers in Ottawa (including my waiter this morning, who was obviously French) invariably greet people by saying 

“Hello—bonjour” (or sometimes the opposite order of those two words).  Customers are expected to respond using the language they 
prefer, and the conversation will then continue in that language.  In Ottawa it’s expected that even bank  tellers and convenience store 
clerks can carry on business in both languages.   

 



 
Cathedral of Notre Dame – Ottawa  

Notre Dame Cathedral looks very similar to churches I’ve seen all 
over Quebec.  Its twin spires are covered in polished tin, which is very 
traditional in French-speaking areas.  It’s quite a handsome building, and on 
the outside at least it looks much nicer than the Anglican cathedral.  There 
was a mass going on (in French) when I passed by, so I didn’t go inside.   

 
Monument to peacekeeping forces 

As the national capital, Ottawa is full of monuments, and my walk 
took me past lots of them.  One of the most interesting was a monument to the 
Canadian forces who have served on peacekeeping missions for the United 
Nations.  In recent years, pretty much the only action Canada’s military has 
seen is while wearing the blue U.N. caps.   

 
I also passed more than a dozen foreign embassies, by far the largest 

of which was the U.S. embassy, a four-story building that stretches for two 
blocks.  Some call it ugly, but as modern office buildings go, it’s not particularly 
unattractive.  Something several people pointed out to me was that this is the 
only U.S. embassy in the  world that is directly  accessible from the street and  

sidewalk, with no wall or other barrier in front.  I’m not sure if that’s actually true (I would expect similar set-ups in places like Australia 
and New Zealand, and probably places like the Bahamas as well), but it is certainly much more inviting than most of the government 
buildings in Washington are these days. 

 

My ultimate destination was the grounds of 
Rideau (pronounced REED-oh) Hall.  At the Anglican 
service last night we said a prayer for “Elizabeth, our 
Queen; Julie, our Governor General; and Justin, our Prime 
Minister”.  All three of them are associated with this 
property.  Her Majesty technically owns the property, and 
it’s where she stays and receives official visitors when 
she’s in Ottawa.  Most of the time Rideau Hall (a barnlike 
building toward the back of the property) serves as the 
official home of the Governor General (now former 
astronaut Julie Payette), who is appointed by the Queen 
and acts as head of state (as opposed to head of 
government) of Canada.  The Prime Minister’s official 
residence is across the street (a property referred to as 24 
Sussex Drive in the same way the British equivalent is 
always called 10 Downing Street).  Justin Trudeau lived 
there  when  he  was  a  child  and  his  father  was  Prime  

 
The grounds of Rideau Hall 

(which are quite a bit more interesting than the building itself) 

Minister.  At the moment that residence is undergoing a multi-year renovation, though.  Trudeau works at 24 Sussex Drive, but he and 
his family live in what is officially called Rideau Cottage, a lovely Victorian home that serves as a guest house on the royal property.  
Rideau Hall itself is open for tours most of the year, but it is closed for most of December.  The grounds are open to the public every day 
of the year, though, and it was fun walking through the enormous park. 



Rideau Hall is—oddly—right next to the South 
African embassy, and 24 Sussex Drive is next door to the 
embassy of “La Republic Francaise” (which, of course, has 
its signs only in French).  Beyond there is Rideau Falls, 
which was a fascinating combination of moving and frozen 
water in winter.  Ottawa lies at the point where the Rideau 
River flows into the Ottawa River, which forms the border 
between Ontario and Quebec.  The other major body of 
water here is the Rideau Canal, which is just west of the 
mall next to my hotel.  The canal was built in the 1800s to 
bypass these falls and to connect the Ottawa River with 
the St. Lawrence (which lies to the south on the border with 
New York State) and eventually the Great Lakes. 
 

 Next to Rideau Falls is a monument honoring 
Canadians who fought in the Spanish Civil War.  I saw a 
range  of  other monuments  as I made my way back down 

 
Rideau Falls – Ottawa 

Sussex toward downtown.  In addition to all the monuments and embassies, one of the strangest things I saw was the World Institute of 
Pluralism—which I suppose it makes sense would be located in Canada. 
 
 It was a chilly day to be walking.  The high temperature was supposed to be around -10, which is in the lower teens Fahrenheit.  
Both lots of moisture in the air and a stiff easterly wind made it feel colder still.  I was very glad to have picked up the knit cap and also to 
have a fairly heavy coat and good gloves. 
 

I didn’t really have lunch today.  As lunchtime approached, I wandered through Byward Market, a huge collection of mostly 
tourist-oriented shops and restaurants that is located in the oldest part of the city.  A surprising number of the food establishments were 
open on Christmas, but most were both overpriced and unappealing.  I ended up stopping briefly at one of Ottawa’s most famous 
institutions, Beaver Tails (“Queues du Castor” in French).  This place produces a snack food that is essentially Indian fry bread covered 
with various toppings.  The classic version is cinnamon sugar, but in honor of being in Canada I chose to have mine topped with maple 
butter.  It seemed a bit pricey at $7.  Tax was already included, though, and it sounds a lot cheaper at $5 in American money. 
 

I warmed up briefly at the hotel and then set out again.  There are two bus systems serving the Ottawa area—one based in 
Ontario and the other in Quebec.  Both operate on both sides of the river, but they are entirely separate systems.  Normally OCTranspo 
(the Ontario system) is the cheaper one.  The cash price is $3.50 per ride, compared to $4 for STO (the Quebec system).  The Societé 
des Transports de l’Outaouais had the holiday spirit, though, and they were offering free rides all day December 25.  I decided to take 
them up on their offer and ride the bus across the river to Gatineau.  It amused me that I was just about the only person who seemed to 
know about the Christmas deal.  Almost everyone else who boarded tried to either put coins in the fare box or tap a pass, only to have 
the driver wave them off. 

 
 While both Ottawa and Gatineau are largely bilingual, it’s unsurprising that while the signs and announcements on OCTranspo 
are all in both English and French, on STO they’re in French only.  The recorded male voice that makes the Ontario announcements is 
easy to understand in both languages, while the woman who recorded the Quebec announcements is mush-mouthed and almost 
impossible to understand.  Fortunately I can read French decently, since there was also a digital display at the front of the bus that showed 
what the announcements were saying. 

 
Gatineau (formerly called Hull before the place was forcibly merged with all its suburbs) is to Ottawa what Arlington is to 

Washington, D.C.  While it’s technically in another jurisdiction, it’s basically just a big government annex.  Unlike Arlington, it’s also where 
the cheap housing is in the Ottawa area, so it’s where many of the area’s service workers live.  The city itself is definitely not the beauty 
spot of Canada.  It’s not like Ottawa is going to win a lot of design awards, but it’s definitely got Gatineau beat.  The housing on the 
Quebec side of the river is old and ratty, and the government buildings that are the place’s raison d’être are mostly from the unfortunate 
Brutalist era of the ‘50s and ‘60s.  Mind you, Gatineau seems like a pleasant enough place; it’s just ugly. 

 
 I rode the bus to the corner of Boulevard Alexandre-Taché and Rue Saint-Joseph (and of course the types of streets are only 
given in French in Quebec), which is also known as UQO, since it is across from the Université du Quebec en Outouais.  Just as in 
Minnesota, the collegetown was dead at Christmas.  I did, however, see an interesting monument at that corner.  Called “Jamais Pas la 
Guerre” or “Never Again War”, it’s an abstract sculpture that’s supposed to portray the path to peace.  Interestingly there’s  another 
monument behind it to Canadians who served on U.N. peacekeeping missions that’s made up of four old tanks. 
 
 Shortly after I got off the westbound bus, an eastbound bus passed.  I knew that the Sunday schedule (which is what they use 
on Christmas) had service only once an hour, so I had a choice of waiting at the University of Quebec and freezing to death or making a 
long walk back.  Walking was definitely warmer than standing, so I did walk all the way back to Ottawa—making it there well before the 
next bus would have.  On the way back I saw a couple more monuments.  One was the Canadian holocaust tribute.  It’s a frankly ugly 
collection of concrete, but I suppose ugly is appropriate for that theme.  The other was a tribute to all the Canadian firefighters who have 
lost their lives on the job. 
 
 I next stopped at a convenience store called Quickie Mart (like the one on The Simpsons, except with better spelling) where I 
picked up a couple bags of chips.  From there I paid $3.50, caught an OCTranspo bus, and rode to the eastern part of the city.  I got off 
at Bayview.  I pondered where the name of this area came from, and it appears the “bay” is a wide spot in the river with a harbor formed 



by islands.  This was an industrial area in the 19th and early 20th Centuries, and it was essentially abandoned for a long time after that.  
Now it’s being redeveloped as “a center of innovation and technology”. 
 

At Bayview I transferred to what so far is the only rail line in the city.  It’s officially numbered “route 2”, since when it opens the 
new subway through downtown (and from the west end of the city to the east) will be much more deserving of being called “route 1”.  The 
existing line really is a railway to nowhere.  It’s where it is (where nobody lives and only vaguely near where some people m ight want to 
go) because it was built on a retired freight line, so the only real cost was building stations.  I rode from one end of the line to the other, 
and in that whole time there were only three other passengers on the one-car “train”.  We passed three cars headed the other direction, 
and they were all pretty much empty as well.  It seemed to me that they had surprisingly frequent service for a Sunday schedule.  I think 
they could get away with reducing it a bit. 
 
 I ended up at Greenboro station, which is vaguely near (but a long walk from) a shopping center near the airport.  I got out at 
that station and went to a ticket machine.  While the fare I’d paid would still be valid for another half hour, paying $3.50 for ride after ride 
adds up.  It’s also inconvenient to come up with exact change for the fare all the time.  To save some money (hopefully) I bought a pass.  
The ticket I bought was actually a five-day pass.  While that would be valid well after I left Ottawa, it was cheaper than getting multiple 
shorter options, though.  The cost was $41.25 (just over US$30), which is not a bad deal. 

 
 I made my way back to the hotel and rested up again.  For 
supper I went to a chain I’d considered patronizing when I was in 
Toronto years ago—Pizza Pizza.  This is by far the biggest pizza chain 
in Ontario, and probably in all of Canada.  They sell very cheap food of 
adequate (if far from outstanding) quality.  They also happened to be 
open on December 25 (for walk-in business only), so I joined many of 
the city’s homeless in having pizza for Christmas dinner. 
 
 Pizza Pizza really is quite cheap.  You can get a medium 
pepperoni pizza for $6.50 (less than five U.S. dollars).  They also have 
a meal deal with two slices of pizza, a can of pop, and a churro-like 
dessert for $5.55 (just over four bucks, U.S.).  As is normally true in 
Canada, tax is additional, and as at all restaurants, it’s much wiser to 
order things “to go” rather than for dining in.  I never did figure out exactly 
what  the tax rates  in Ontario were  (and I think it varies by  the type of   

item), but most take-out meals seemed to be taxed at around 12%, while the rate was more like 20% for table service.  Pizza Pizza, like 
many Canadian restaurants, packages pretty much everything in boxes and bags (so it’s technically a take-out order) and then lets 
customers decide where they want to actually eat it. 
 
 I had originally considered staying near Pizza Pizza, which is on Rideau Street clear at the east edge of downtown.  I’m glad I 
changed for several reasons.  While the hotels I was considering (a Days Inn and an Econolodge) would have been acceptable, the 
Novotel was clearly nicer.  It was also much closer to points of interest.  I’d have spent even more time waiting for the bus had I stayed 
further east.  Finally the area around the Days Inn and Econolodge was a bit on the seedy side.  I don’t think it was unsafe,  but I’d have 
had to keep my guard up all the time if I’d stayed there.  While the Novotel had its quirks (like the fire), the surrounding area was very 
safe. 
 
 I went back to the hotel and spent most of the evening watching the CTV News Network.  This made me nostalgic for a time 
when we had decent TV news in America.  CTV News Network is what the CNN or Headline News used to be.  You can tune in at any 
time and get the latest news.  It’s actual news, too.  There’s fluff stories, of course (and a lot of them at Christmas), but there’s little 
sensationalism and almost no political spin.  They don’t have the talking heads constantly sharing their biased opinions like we do in the 
States.  It was so refreshing to hear the news without a political slant (left or right) getting in the way.  Even when I agree with a 
commentator’s politics, it bothers me that it’s there. 
 
 The Canadian news has always had a much more global perspective than we have in America.  The U.S. is big enough to ignore 
much of the rest of the world, but Canada isn’t.  There’s also a much higher percentage of recent immigrants from around the world in 
Canada, and stories from every continent are of interest to them.  The tsunami in Indonesia was the top story through most of my trip, 
with the U.S. government shutdown and the roller-coaster stock markets close behind.  Today they also broadcast Queen Elizabeth’s 
Christmas message in its entirety and also excerpts from Pope Francis’ Christmas homily.  There was also news from Germany, France, 
Russia, India, Mexico, and South Africa—not to mention all over Canada. 
 
 I went to bed around eleven.  Fortunately this was a much quieter night than the previous one, and I got a good night’s sleep. 

 

 
 
 I’d set my alarm for 8:00 this morning, but I was up about an hour before that.  After showering and the like, I headed off for 
breakfast.  Today I went to a Quebec-based chain that’s known as “Chez Cora” in “la belle province” and “Cora’s Café” everywhere else.  
They  have completely  different registered trademark signage in  French and English.  In Ottawa the  place is called  “Cora’s”,  with  the  



 
Illustration of what I ordered from the Cora’s website 

(My fruit garnish was not quite so elegant.) 

apostrophe—s.  The menu is bilingual, but English is featured far 
more prominently.  I was also greeted exclusively in English, as 
opposed to the “hello—bonjour” that is common in Ottawa.  The place 
is sort of a combination diner and French bistro.  I had savory crepes 
for breakfast, with ham and gruyere cheese.  I was expecting little bits 
of ham, but there were full size slices (albeit thinly cut) inside the 
crepes.  It was interesting, but tasty. 
 
 It warmed up significantly overnight.  As is often true when it 
warms up in winter, that meant precipitation was in the air.  Freezing 
rain had been predicted, but in fact what we got was snow.  It wasn’t 
heavy, but just enough to coat everything in white.  It also made the 
streets and sidewalks slippery.  I had to watch my steps very carefully 
to make sure I didn’t slip.  Fortunately I remained upright. 

 

 

Shoppers lined up to get Boxing Day deals – Ottawa, Ontario 

 

 As I made my way back from Cora’s, I 
passed several stores where shoppers were lined 
up on the sidewalks in front.  Today was Boxing 
Day, which is the biggest shopping day of the 
year in Canada.  While in recent years Canadian 
retailers have introduced the Black Friday 
tradition (even though there’s no Canadian 
holiday in late November), the day after 
Christmas has long been and still remains the big 

day to get bargains. 
 

 While I didn’t re4ally do much Boxing 
Day shopping, I did spend a few minutes walking 
through the Rideau Centre Mall across the street 

from the hotel.  This was built decades ago as Eaton Centre by the company that was then Canada’s big department store chain.  It’s an 
enormous and very weird mall.  They took several pre-existing buildings and fit the mall into them.  Because of that, even the same level 
will have steps or ramps going up and down all over the place.  The hallways all go at weird angles, and the signage is atrocious.  The 
place was packed with Boxing Day shoppers, and walking through there really wasn’t a very pleasant experience.  Mackenzie King, the 
main downtown bus mixmaster, is attached to the mall, but it took me nearly fifteen minutes before I finally found it.  Of course, by then 
I’d missed the bus I wanted and had to wait nearly half an hour more. 
 
 Eventually I boarded OCTranspo bus #44 and rode back over to Gatineau.  After about fifteen minutes on the bus, I ended up 
across the river at a location that’s really not far from my hotel, except that you can’t get there directly.  After making a big “C”, this bus 
ends its route at the National Museum of History, and that was my first destination today. 

 
National Museum of History of Canada, with Parliament in the background – Gatineauu, Quebec 

 Housed in an ugly concrete building with oddly curved sides, the place is a lot like the provincial museums I visited as a child in 
western Canada, except of course it deals with all of Canada rather than just one particular province.  There’s a fairly hefty admission, 
but I’d bought a ticket online months ago, so that was irrelevant at this point.  I spent a couple hours there and felt I got my money’s worth. 
 
 For the most part I really liked the museum, and it does do a good job of tracing the history of the country.  My main issue with 
the place was that they went out of their way to be politically correct—to the point that they made it seem like everyone who has ever 
been in Canada was a horrible person who advanced himself by exploiting either the earth or other people.  If I tuned out the politics, 
there was a lot to learn, but they really did call attention to their viewpoint.  It was very clear this museum was either opened or updated 
quite recently. 
 



 What I really think they should have done is to show the viewpoints of all the different stakeholders for each era they addressed.  
In the era of colonization, for instance, the natives, the French, and the British all had different views.  It would be interesting to compare 
them side by side, without an assumption that anyone is necessarily right or wrong.  In this museum, though, the natives were good, the 
French were bad, and the British were truly evil. 
 
 It’s a very comprehensive museum.  Nearly half of it is devoted to pre-colonial times or to the problems affecting First Nations 
people since colonialization.  They give roughly equal treatment to French and English Canadians separately (which of course means 
the French were over-represented), and a large part of the museum is devoted to the complex issue of uniting those two groups.  It closes 
with the big push toward diversity that is Canada’s recent history. 
 
 It’s fascinating what artifacts they chose to display in the museum.  In addition to totem poles, various weapons, and the interior 
of a pioneer home, they had such things as the typewriter on which Canada’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms (similar to our Bill of Rights, 
but much more expansive) was written.  It was an IBM Selectric, by the way—which of course it would have been in 1982. 
 
 I waited at the bus stop by the museum for about fifteen minutes (not too bad, given that the route has a half-hour frequency).  
The same driver who had brought me here was driving the bus back, and he just waved me aboard without even looking at my pass. 
 
 My next stop was the other big government museum in the Ottawa area (this one in the city itself), the Canadian Museum of 
War.  I’ve been to museums devoted to specific wars before, and I’ve been to history museums that seemed to think all of history was 
war.  I don’t think I’ve ever seen a place called a museum of war before, though.  I don’t know that I’d rush back there, but it was interesting 
to see. 
 
 The museum begins with the many wars between First Nations tribes before the colonial era.  Then they cut forward to the war 
that in America is generally known as the French and Indian War but that in Canada (where sensitivity to those named in the American 
version is necessary) it takes the more general name Seven Years War.  A large part of that is devoted to the 1759 Battle of the Plains 
of Abraham in Quebec City, which they describe as the most important 30 minutes in Canadian history. 
 
 They have a fascinating film about the battle, produced (like the educational films of my childhood) by the National Film Board 
of Canada.  This one was quite a bit more entertaining than most of those films, though, and what they did was to show those different 
viewpoints I wished I’d seen at the history museum.  The film began by showing two teenagers sitting on a couch watching TV—one 
wearing a Montreal Canadiens hockey jersey and the other wearing a Toronto Maple Leafs jersey.  The premise was that the teens were 
watching a documentary about the battle on TV.  They’d cut back and forth between the documentary itself and the teens’ reactions to it.  
The boys reacted as they might if they were watching a hockey match between their teams, and of course they were giving the reactions 
French and English Canadians would have to the battle.  Their friendly argument taught me more about the war than the actual 
documentary did. 
 
 The film was ten minutes long, and they alternated showing it in French and English with subtitles in the other language.  I saw 
the French version, and it was interesting to compare the English words on the screen with what was being said in by the boys.  I’ve 
heard of people who learned English by watching movies that had been dubbed into their own language, and I think that actual ly could 
be a good learning tool. 
 
 The briefly address the other wars in colonial times, including the times forces from the United States invaded Canada.  Then 
they jump forward to the “Empire Wars”, which include what Americans call the Boer Wars (it was called the Wars in South Africa here) 
and also World War I. 
 

By far the largest part of the museum is devoted to World War I, which they describe as the time Canada came of age.  That’s 
not a war we think of a lot in the States, but even today it’s important in Canadian history.  Ten percent of all Canadians fought in the war 
(basically a fifth of all the men).  That’s a higher percentage than any country besides those on whose soil the war was fought.  61,000 
Canadians died in World War I, which is more than in any other war the country has fought in.  By contrast, the U.S. (with ten times 
Canada’s population) had less than twice as many deaths.  The Canadians fought mostly in Belgium and France, and the battles they 
fought in (most notably Vimy Ridge) are still considered important in Canada. 

 
One interesting thing they had in the World War I section was a full-scale mock-up of a trench where soldiers might have fought.  

It was interesting to see up close what things would have been like from the soldier’s perspective.  There was another interesting feature 
in the World War II display (which was, of course, next in line).  They had Hitler’s actual limousine.  How that ended up in Canada, I have 
no clue, but it was kind of fun to see. 

 
It was different to see how differently Canadians view World War II, compared to Americans.  Canada joined the war pretty much 

from the beginning, with minimal argument over it (except from the Quebecois, who pretty much argue about everything).  Also for Canada 
the war was almost entirely in Europe.  Canada fought in a few British outposts in the Pacific (most notably Hong Kong), but V—E Day 
was much more important to them than V—J Day.  That’s interesting, because the Japanese actually did land on Vancouver Island during 
the war, but they never returned or advanced from there. 

 
 The museum continues with Canada’s involvement in U.N. peacekeeping missions after World War II, starting with Korea and 
continuing through almost every country in the world in recent years.    There’s also a large section devoted to the Cold War, and in 
particular Canada’s part in the DEW line and NORAD.  The DEW line no longer exists, and apparently dealing with the abandoned sites 
is one of the biggest environmental issues the country faces. 
 



 Something else I learned at the war museum was that Canada has not had nuclear weapons since 1984.  I knew they did have 
nuclear weapons when I was a kid, but I never knew they’d gotten rid of them.  It’s also interesting that the removal happened during the 
Reagan years. 
 
 For lunch today I went to Nando’s, the South African chicken chain that Margaret and I first discovered in London years ago.  
The downtown Ottawa location was oddly crowded and not terribly efficient, but the food was very good.  I had spicy chicken kabobs, an 
excellent salad, and rice, and I also had a delicious tart filled with nata custard.  I don’t think I’ve ever had a bad meal at Nando’s, and I’ll 
certainly be visiting them again—most likely in Chicago. 

 

 I did a bit of shopping this 
afternoon.  First I went to the original 
location of Giant Tiger, the discount 
chain I visited in Thompson, Manitoba 
on our trip up to Churchill.  Giant Tiger 
has rock bottom prices, and their original 
location in Byward Market is no 
exception.  The store is more than a bit 
grungy (it reminded me of a seedy thrift 
store I’ve been to a few times in 
Chicago).  Their merchandise is all new, 
though, and it’s all very affordable.  Even 
before conversion, the prices seemed 
the same or even cheaper than they 
would be at home, and after converting 
they were very cheap indeed.  I bought 
a bunch of socks (14 pairs in all), a 
computer mouse, and a bunch of snacks 
and beverages—all for about $30 
Canadian  (less than US$25,  even after  

 
Original Giant Tiger store – Bytown Marker, Ottawa 

tax).  None of what I bought was on sale; their regular prices are rock-bottom to begin with. 
 
 I also went to Hudson’s Bay (the snooty department store whose ancestors were prominently featured at the history museum).  
Their prices were definitely at the opposite end of the spectrum from Giant Tiger, but I did end up buying a sweater that had been heavily 
discounted for Boxing Day.  At 85% off it was about the same price as my entire haul from Giant Tiger, but of course I wouldn ’t have even 
considered it at full price. 
 
 I looked into a couple of other stores (most notably Simon’s, a Montreal-based department store that is even pricier than the 
Bay), but I didn’t buy any souvenirs.  I did go to a supermarket called Metro, but even there I didn’t pick up much.  My two purchases 
there were some pita bread (an impulse buy that cost $1.04, or 77 U.S. cents for a big package) and a snack cake called Jos Louis 
(pronounced like the famous boxer, but named after the two sons of the original owner of the bakery that makes them.  They’re essentially 
Ding-Dongs.  The cakes are made by a Quebec-based company called Vachon, which I assume is the founder’s surname.  I pondered 
over the meaning of that name, since “vache” means “cow” in French, and “on” is a suffix meaning “big”.  While it could mean “big cow”, 
the suffix is masculine rather than feminine.  So perhaps it’s “big bull”—who knows.  I can’t say the cakes were anything special, but it 
was interesting to try them. 

 
 At the supermarket I received as 
change a special $10 bill that had been 
produced last year to honor Canada’s 
sesquicentennial.  Like all Canadian bills these 
days, it is made of plastic film rather than 
paper.  It also features four faces of prominent 
Canadians on the front.  The first two are John 
MacDonald (who has traditionally been 
featured on the ten) and George-Etienne 
Cartier, two of the “Fathers of Confederation” 
who were instrumental in the founding of the 
nation.  Third is Agnes MacPhail,, a suffragette 
who was the first woman elected to the 
Canadian Parliament.  Finally there’s James 
Akaynamuka Gladstone, who was the first 
native person to serve in the Canadian 
Senate.  On the back are scenes from the 
mountains, prairies, Canadian shield, and 
Atlantic coast.  It’s a very busy note, but it’s 
certainly a suitable commemoration.  I made a 

 
Unveiling the Canada 150 banknote 
(from the Bank of Canada website) 

point of keeping this one, and for $7.50 in U.S. money it doesn’t make a bad souvenir. 
 
 I had dinner tonight in the food court at Rideau Centre Mall, which was still extremely crowded with Boxing Day shoppers.  I ate 
at a place called Thai Express.  It’s a Vancouver-based company that has numerous locations across Canada and also a handful in the 



States.  (I saw one at Mall of America at the start of this trip.)  They serve a wide variety of Asian-ish dishes that I have a feeling are about 
as authentically Thai as Taco Bell is Mexican.  While my pad thai was little more than stir-fried rice noodles with a few chicken chunks, it 
was tasty.  It was also under ten bucks, which not much other than pizza is in Canada these days. 
 
 Again I spent the evening watching the news at the hotel.  I fretted a bit over the weather forecast, which didn’t bode too well for 
my trip home.  A big snow storm was predicted for Minnesota, and Ottawa was supposed to be getting freezing rain right before I’d be 
leaving.  There wasn’t much I could do, though, except hope for the best. 
 
 There wasn’t much actual news today in Canada.  The big story was about a kid who called 911 to complain that he had gotten 
snow pants for his main Christmas gift.  The news kept replaying footage of a spokeswoman for the Ontario Provincial Police.  (They said 
she was from the RCMP, but it was in fact the OPP.)  She did a remarkably delicate job of explaining that while she could see how a kid 
might think that getting a bad gift was an emergency, 911 was intended for actual life and death situations.  I got a laugh out of that before 
heading off to bed. 
 

 
 
 I was up around 7:30 and then went in search of a restaurant I’d read about.  That 
was easier said than done.  The address of the place was 150 Elgin (which is pronounced 
with a hard “g” sound).  I found that address easily enough, but the place turned out to be 
an office building that among other things houses the embassies of New Zealand and South 
Korea.  I looked around to see if there was another entrance that might lead to the restaurant, 
but I couldn’t find anything.  Eventually I went into the main lobby and asked the guard.  He 
directed me to the rear elevator lobby, where I finally saw a sign for the place. 

 
 The place where I had breakfast was called the Scone Witch.  Their logo is a picture 
of a witch, but the name is also a pun on the fact that they make sandwiches out of scones.  

I had a ham and cheese sconewich and a lemon and poppyseed scone.  I also got coffee.  It made a delicious meal, and once I found 
the place, it was a fun spot to have breakfast. 
 
 Pretty much the whole rest of my morning was spent visiting Parliament.  After breakfast I went straight to the visitors center, 
where there was already a line half a block long for tickets. I had visions of freezing to death, but once they opened the doors, it did move 
right along.   I got a ticket for a tour scheduled at 10:20am and was told to report to security twenty minutes before that time.  That gave 
me just enough time to run back to the hotel and drop off the shopping bag I was carrying, which was slightly over their permissible size 
(even though I’d later see others carrying similar bags with no problem). 

 
Protesters by the Confederation Fountain in front of Parliament 

 

 I got back to the Parliament 
buildings about 9:45.  There was a line 
outside security at that point, and a 
woman asked if anyone in it was there 
for the 9:50 tour.  A couple of people 
were, so their security check was 
expedited.  Most of the line happened to 
be Spanish-speaking people who had a 
separately arranged tour.  She let them 
in as well, but when she saw my 10:20 
ticket, she told me “I’ll let you in when 
the bell sounds.”  So I waited in the cold 
for another fifteen minutes.   
 
 The carillon at Parliament 
plays the Westminster chimes every 
hour, and that was the woman’s clue to 
let in me and the others who were there 
for the 10:20 tour.  They were still 
processing some of the Hispanic people 

when we got to the door, so there was just a bit more wait before we were finally into heat. 
 
 Security was very friendly, but quite thorough.  Everyone went through a metal detector, and all possessions were x-rayed.  If 
anything unexpected showed up, they wanded people and hand-searched the possessions.  Putting all the winter coats through the x-
ray caused most of the delays. 
 
 On the other side of security, a young man greeted everyone with “English?  Francais?  ¿Español?  He then gave directions to 
the waiting area in whatever language was appropriate and answered questions as necessary.  While I think French was his native 
language, that guy was truly trilingual.  I heard him speak casually with people and answer complicated questions in all three languages, 
and he ended up leading a tour in Spanish. 



 
Christmas decorations inside Parliament 

 There were actually two 
different tours in Spanish this morning.  
The one the guy led had been arranged 
by the Chilean embassy, and a young 
woman with very Caribbean Spanish 
pronunciation (the double-l pronounced 
between a “j” and a “ch” sound) led a 
tour for a group of tourists from Mexico.  
There was also a French tour and three 
different English tours that were 
assembling at more or less the same 
time.  Fortunately they plan the route 
well, so the tours don’t really get in each 
other’s way.  I wish they’d do the same 
at the U.S. Capitol. 
 

 There were about fifteen 
people in my tour group.  I was the only 
American.  About half were Canadians 
visiting from other places (mostly other 
cities  in  Ontario,  but  also  New Bruns-  

wick and Manitoba).  There was also a big family from China who understood some but not a lot of English and a woman visiting from 
Ireland.  Our tour guide was a college girl who looked “ethnic” (vaguely dark skin, but of no recognizable background).  Her name was 
Naf, and she told us she had lived in Ottawa her entire life.  As with Washington, that’s kind of unusual.  As a government town, people 
tend to come and go a lot.  She knew her basic spiel well, but she wasn’t very knowledgeable when people asked questions.  I’ve certainly 
had worse tour guides, though. 
 
 Of course all the signs and all the plaques in the building are bilingual.  I was intrigued to find that the French word “parlement” 
(which basically translates to “the act of speaking”) refers to the building itself, but not to the body within it.  The members of parliament 
are together called the “legislature”, which I’m not sure I realized before was a French word. 
 

 
Statue of Queen Victoria 

Library of Parliament 

 The current parliament building dates to 1916, when it replaced an 1860s 
building that was destroyed by fire.  (A single wing, the Library of Parliament, was 
saved.)  Interestingly, I’d timed my visit well, since on January 1, 2019, they’ll be closing 
the centre block (which is what I toured) for renovation that is slated to take fifteen 
years.  (Yes, you read that right—that’s three times as long as the building took to build 
a century ago.)  The legislative bodies will be meeting elsewhere in Ottawa in the 
interim.  Because of the renovation, all the desks had been removed from the 
parliamentary chambers.  The bare floors meant Parliament wasn’t as beautiful as it 
might otherwise have been, but it was interesting to see. 
 
 In addition to looking at architecture and artwork, we saw three main things 
on the tour:  the Commons Chamber, the Senate Chamber, and the Library of 
Parliament.  The House of Commons in modeled on the equivalent British body.  There 
are 338 members of the House of Commons, each of whom represents a riding of about 
90,000 people.  That’s quite a bit more personal than U.S. Congressmen, who 
represent about 750,000 people.  There are currently three viable parties in Canada 
(Liberal, Conservative, and New Democratic), with the Liberals currently holding a fairly 
sizable majority.  In general members of the House of Commons are expected to vote 
with their party, and it’s rare that they don’t. 
 
 Canadian politics as a whole is well to the left of what’s found in America.  The 
Canadian Conservative Party is pretty close in its opinions to the American Democratic 
Party, while the Liberal Party is similar to the Social Democrats found in much of 
Europe. There isn’t any viable party equivalent to our Republicans.  The New 
Democrats are essentially Libertarian, but they tend toward the liberal end of those 
beliefs.  Many of the issues that define American politics just aren’t that important in 
Canada.  For instance, all the parties support abortion rights and same-sex marriage 
(which has been legal for more than a decade in Canada), and all the parties oppose 
any loosening on gun restrictions.  Immigration is an issue in Canada, though it’s not 
nearly so contentious as it is in the States.  Most of the differences between the parties 
are in economic issues, and even there all three support more government involvement 
in the marketplace than is typical in our country. 

 

 The Canadian Senate is modeled on Britain’s House of Lords.  The 105 Senators are appointed (something I hadn’t realized).  
Technically they’re appointed by the Queen (via the Governor General), but in reality the Prime Minister at the time there is a vacancy 
recommends the new Senators.  The senators continue serving (regardless of changes in government) until they reach age 75.  In 
somewhat the same way as the U.S. Senate, the Canadian Senate purposely over-represents places with smaller populations.  Ontario, 
Quebec, the Maritime provinces (New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island), and the Western provinces (Manitoba, Alberta, 



Saskatchewan, and British Columbia) are each allotted 24 Senators.  It was agreed when Newfoundland joined the confederation after 
World War II that they would be allowed 6 Senators, and there is also 1 Senator for each of the three territories.  While not officially law, 
since the era of Pierre Trudeau, the prime ministers have carefully chosen senators to (as the guide said) “properly reflect the diversity 
of our country” (a big difference from the U.S. Senate).  So about half the Senators are women, and they also represent all races and 

religions.  All Senators are technically non-partisan. 
 
 Unlike Britain’s House of Lords, the Canadian Senate is an active part of the government.  Being a senator is a full-time job, and 
those who are appointed are expected to show up and do that job.  Committees of the Senate debate each bill, and the entire body votes 
on them.  The Senate can’t directly veto legislation from the Commons, but they can and frequently do amend it.  In that case, a conference 
committee must come up with a final version, which then must pass both houses.  There have been some significant pieces of legislation 
that have died because the houses haven’t been able to achieve a compromise. 
 
 It’s interesting that the décor of the Commons is entirely green, while the Senate is red.  Apparently the British Parliament uses 
those same colors for the equivalent bodies.  The chambers are rectangular, rather than the rounded rooms you see in the U.S. Capitol.  
Debate in both houses (but especially he Commons) can get quite raucous, and apparently debating skills are considered an important 
asset when parties recruit candidates for the Commons.  Debate can be in either French or English.  Cabinet ministers are required by 
law to be fluent in both languages, and for practical reasons most other M.P.s are as well. 
 
 Of course the Queen (through the Governor General) must give assent to all bills passed by Parliament, and just as in Britain, 
that is pretty much automatic.  The guide was not aware of assent ever having been denied. 

 
One of the memorial books in the Peace Tower chapel 

 
 After the tour officially concluded we were 
given the option of going up to the top of the Peace 
Tower (the clock tower that is the most prominent 
feature of Parliament).  There was a long wait, since 
the elevator could only hold nine people at a time, 
but I’m glad I did go up.  There are views all over 
the city (not that Ottawa is really all that much to 
look at), and the tower itself is interesting.  It was 
built to honor Canadians who died in World War I, 
and the memorial has since been extended to all the 
country’s military dead.  There’s a chapel at the 
base where they have about half a dozen books 
with the names of the dead written in calligraphy.  
The pages are turned each day so that they 
periodically (like every few years) cycle through all 
the dead.  The Parliament chaplain says prays for 
those people by name on the day they are honored. 

 
It was also interesting to pass the carillon bells as we took the elevator to the top.  You don’t realize how enormous such bells 

are until you see them up close.  When I left Parliament the bells were peeling out the strains of “Good King Wenceslas”, and that sent 
me on my way in a festive mood. 

 
After seeing Parliament, I stopped briefly at a branch 

of the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce that happened to 
be nearby.  While most of the people in line had complicated 
transactions (mostly wiring money to foreign countries), I just 
asked if they happened to have the new $10 bills in stock.  I 
traded a twenty for two of the new notes, which have only been 
in circulation for a month.  These are not the “Canada 150” bills 
I spoke of yesterday, but brand new bills with a completely 
different design than any other Canadian money.  The most 
noteworthy feature is that the bills are oriented in “portrait” 
rather than “landscape” mode; that is they’re intended to be 
viewed with the longer side vertical. 

 
The front of the bills replaces John MacDonald 

(essentially Canada’s George Washington) with Viola 
Desmond, who has been called the Rosa Parks of Canada.  A 
black woman who traced her ancestry to the Underground 
Railroad, Desmond was a beautician who was arrested for 
sitting in the whites only section of a Nova Scotia movie theater 
in 1946.  (There was never legally required segregation in 
Canada, but at the time Nova Scotia allowed businesses to 
segregate by race if they chose to do so.)  The back of the bill 
replaces the Canadian Rockies with a view of the Museum of 
Human Rights in Winnipeg. 

 

 



 I must say the new bills are weird.  The vertical orientation is just strange, though what seemed oddest to me is that if I lined up 
the clear plastic window (the equivalent of a watermark on paper money) with other Canadian bills, the “heads” side of the new ten was 
the back.  I’d love to know how things like bill acceptors deal with changes in money like this, because the three designs of  ten I 
encountered are all completely different.  At any rate, I was glad to have another souvenir. 
 

I went to lunch in a mostly residential area on the east side of the city, a place far enough away that it took longer to get there 
than it did to eat.  This is one of those trips that will be much simplified once the new subway opens, but for now it was two buses and an 
awkward connection.  The place was called the House of Lasagna, so it’s not hard to figure out what I had for lunch—though their sign 
says they specialize in Italian and Canadian cuisine.  It was nice to see some other parts of the city (not that there was much of real 
interest), and the food was tasty. 

 
On the way back from House of Lasagna I stopped at a mostly dead shopping center (the Westgate Mall), where I popped into 

a Shopper’s Drug Mart (Canada’s equivalent of Walgreen’s).  I bought juice (a little more expensive than at Giant Tiger, but not too bad) 
and some cough drops.  There was a huge line at the cash registers, so I went to a self check-out to pay.  Had I known it was credit card 
only, I’d probably have opted to stand in line.  It read my credit card OK, and it said “approved”, but then it also required approval from 
an employee—and it took forever for one to come to assist me.  Apparently the issue was that it was an American card, and so not one 
with a PIN code like they use in Canada.  While a small purchase at Walgreen’s wouldn’t require a signature, they needed it (though the 
woman never looked at it) at Shopper’s. 

 
Every other country in the world has gone to “chip and PIN” credit cards.  We’ve added chips to our credit cards in America, but 

for some reason we haven’t added the code that accompanies them everywhere else.  That really makes no sense.  The technology in 
our stores is set to accept those codes (since they already use them for debit cards), and it would make transactions quite a bit more 
secure.  For some reason the American banks have been reluctant to make the change, though. 
 

I of course had just missed a bus while waiting for assistance, and it was about a half-hour wait for the next one.  Fortunately I 
could spend most of that time inside the mall.  When I checked the schedule at the bus stop, I was surprised to find that the bus I’d catch 
back (at 3:09pm) would in fact be the last inbound bus for more than three hours.  They have frequent outbound service at evening rush, 
but almost no inbound service.  It makes me wonder what they do with the buses that end up at the end of the line. 
 

While I waited I picked up one of the free papers in a rack by the bus stop, which happened to be in Russian.  I couldn’t really 
read it, of course, but it was fun to sound out the words—and, just as when I was in Russia, a surprising number of words are cognates 
to French (and therefore Spanish and/or English).  One interesting thing in that paper was an ad timed for “Christmas 2019”.  The Orthodox 
holiday is of course yet to come, and for them it won’t be Christmas until after the new year. 

 
The final bus I took on the way back downtown was a big red 

double-decker bus.  I don’t think I’ve ever ridden in one of those 
before, and of course I had to go upstairs and pretend I was in 
London.  The view actually looks quite similar to what you see from a 
train, since the height is pretty similar.  Ottawa has all sizes and 
shapes of bus.  I’d say about half are extra-long “bendi-buses”, and 
probably a fourth are double-deckers.  Most of the rest are standard, 
but they also run some mini-buses on the more obscure routes.  You 
can see different kinds of buses running on the same route, too—
which is weird. 
 

 
Website view of an OCTranspo double-decker 

 Back at the hotel my main accomplishment was checking in for my flights tomorrow.  This time I could do everything online, 
since apparently my passport image was now in their system.  Everything was listed as “on time”, though I knew with bad weather 
predicted that likely wouldn’t last. 
 

 
Website image of a Shen Yun performance 

 I didn’t really have dinner tonight, but 
after resting a bit at the hotel, I walked across 
the Mackenzie King bridge to my destination 
for the evening, the National Centre for the 
Arts, which is basically Canada’s answer to 
the Kennedy Center.  This very ‘60s building 
(erected for the country’s centennial) is built on 
a hill between the Rideau Canal and Elgin 
Street.  It’s quite attractive, but also rather 
awkward.  The floors are not numbered, but 
rather named after where the surrounding 
physical features.  (The top floor is “Elgin”, and 
the bottom is “Canal”, and the others are 
named after terraces and overlooks.)  I was 
glad I’d printed out a ticket for the show I’d be 
seeing ahead of time, because I never did find 
the box office.  There are also multiple 
theatres in the same building, which made it a 
bit of a chore to locate where I wanted to go.  
Eventually,  though,   I  found  the  balcony  of 



Southam Hall and made my way inside.  My seat was at the end of the first row of the balcony in a very vertical theatre.  A couple of 
people near me said they felt a sense of vertigo, and I must say I’m glad I’m not someone who has had a great fear of heights.  Again my 
view was slightly obscured, this time by boxes at the side that were intended for the elite to be seen.  There was no discount for that this 
time, though.  I paid 116 Canadian dollars for my ticket (around US$85), and I was glad it was paid for ahead of time. 
 
 I was here to see a dance performance by Shen Yun Performing Arts.  This is a New York-based company made up of people 
born in Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, Australia, Canada, and the United States.  The name means “divine spirit”.  They are associated with 
the Fulan Gong movement which has been outlawed in modern-day China, so they have performed classical Chinese dance in almost 
every country except the land of its origin.  There’s a thirty-two member dance company (though oddly only eight were credited in the 
program), a thirty-one member orchestra, and five other performers.  With a cast that size, the cost of the tickets almost seems reasonable. 
 
 While I liked some parts better than others, overall this was a very nice show.  The orchestra (which combined traditional Chinese 
and western music) was spectacular throughout.  I also loved the intricate, colorful costumes, and the extremely athletic dance moves 
were flawless.  Some of what they did were traditional ethnic dances from various regions of China, while others told stories.  The 
storytelling tended to confuse me a bit (an issue I’ve had with ballet in the past), but I really liked the ones that were just dance for its own 
sake. 
 
 The whole show had trilingual narration in English, French, and Chinese (what dialect, I have no clue).  Interestingly, though, it 
was not the same narration in the different languages.  The English was always the longest, and the Chinese was the shortest.  In English 
they would make jokes and tell stories with the narration, while in French they’d just briefly set the scene.  I don’t speak Chinese, so I 
can’t say for sure what was said.  I have a feeling, though, that it was little more than the title of the next selection. 
 
 They didn’t use actual sets for this show.  Instead they would project scenery on a screen that covered the entire rear of the 
stage.  At the bottom of that screen was a long platform (the length of the screen), with steps leading to it from both the stage and screen 
sides.  (You can see that in the website picture I included above.)  At various points dancers would go up to the platform and then sort of 
leap off it toward the screen.  The projection would then show pre-recorded imagery of them that made it look like they were dancing in 
the background scenery.  It was really kind of a cool effect that obviously involved a lot of work ahead of time. 
 
 While I’d never heard of Shen Yun until I started planning the trip to Ottawa, apparently they’re quite well known in the theatre 
world.  They tour continually and change up their show each year.  I really enjoyed the show I saw, and I may try to catch them somewhere 
in the Midwest in the future. 
 

 
 
 Freezing rain had been predicted overnight last night.  Instead we got mostly snow, and not that much of it really.  The day 
looked gloomy and depressing when I got up.  The temperature was just below freezing, but it felt quite a bit colder.  The mercury was 
predicted to gradually rise throughout the day, though, and it was supposed to be well above freezing by the time my flight was due to 
take off in the late afternoon. 
 
 While it was the warmest it had been since I was in Ottawa, the temperature was nothing compared to what they had a bit further 
south.  In Toronto it was 10 degrees Celsius (50 Fahrenheit), which the TV news people pointed out gave Toronto the honor of passing 
Victoria and being Canada’s warmest city.  By contrast they would have a high of 29 below zero in Yellowknife, the capital of the Northwest 
Territories.  At one point Margaret and I had talked about going to Yellowknife at Christmas to see the Northern Lights.  I still think that 
would be cool, but I’m not sure if I could deal with a high that far down the thermometer. 

 
Today I mostly just bummed around and killed time—taking buses east, west, and south of downtown and doing a bit of last-

minute shopping.  I slept in until about 7:30 and sort of got up in slow motion.  I checked out, leaving my bags at the desk (which appears 
to be very common at this hotel), and then walked over to the Mackenzie King station and caught bus #85 southeast of downtown.  The 

bus mostly serves Ottawa’s Little Italy, which is a rather quant-looking area of well-kept brick rowhouses, many of which have businesses 
in addition to residences.   
 

I had breakfast, though not at anywhere Italian.  I ate at a place called Flapjack’s, which describes itself as “Canada’s diner and 
sports bar”.  They stress franchising opportunities, but at present the “chain” has exactly one location.  I had French toast  and ham.  It 
wasn’t bad, but I wouldn’t order it again.  The tiny portion of ham was fine, but the six pieces of French toast came covered with raw sugar 
granules and then served with maple syrup and honey—basically diabetes on a plate. 
 

Next I took a bus down Bank Street into a neighborhood called the Glebe that is the trendiest part of the city.  I stopped for coffee 
at a McDonalds there (where the prices were all pretty much direct conversions from the current costs in the States), and I a lso went to 
Kettleman’s Bagels, where I picked up two Montreal-style bagels (thinner and softer than their New York counterparts).  I had a sesame 
bagel straight out of the oven, and it was absolutely divine.  I saved the orange and cranberry bagel for later, and while it wasn’t as good 
as the warm one, it wasn’t bad. 

 
Something I pondered as I went through the Glebe was the fact that Canada had legalized marijuana nationwide earlier this 

year.  Interestingly, though, I didn’t see dispensaries like I did in Colorado and California.  Apparently Canadians mostly buy their pot 
online.  In Ontario it’s purchased directly from the provincial government.  They’re apparently in the process of opening marijuana stores.  



These are also government operated and similar to liquor stores.  What I did see repeatedly, both in the Glebe and also on Rideau Street 
near my hotel, were head shops.  There’s probably some better term for such places, but that’s what they were called “back in the day”.  
You can buy bongs, rolling papers, and all types of similar stuff all over Ottawa—and I assume everywhere else in Canada as well.  It’s 
legal for Canadians to smoke marijuana anywhere it’s legal to smoke tobacco, and I did indeed smell it at a couple of bus stops.  That 
really does strike me as weird. 

 
I did a bit more shopping today.  I stopped again at Giant Tiger, where I picked up yet more socks.  I also bought a knit shirt that 

was being clearance at just five Canadian dollars.  At that price, even if it fell apart after one wearing, it would still be a bargain. 
 
I also stopped at Chapters—Indigo, a recently merged company that is Canada’s answer to Barnes & Noble.  I bought a bunch 

of Christmas cards there (not a bad deal at 75% off), and I picked up a tear-away calendar I’ll have on my desk at school. 
 
I wandered through the Rideau Centre Mall again.  Honestly if I never go back to that particular mall in my life, I’ll be fine with it.  

It’s one of the worst mazes I’ve ever been in, and it certainly doesn’t help that the floor plan is different on different floors.  Browsing there 
did at least help me kill the rest of my morning, though. 

 
The only place I stopped at length was a store called “A Buck or Two”.  Amusingly, the dollar store had appended the word 

“Plus” to the end of their sign, and indeed many of their items were quite a bit more than two dollars.  I looked through Christmas cards 
there, as well as some holiday ornaments.  When I asked the clerk if the Christmas stuff was discounted, though, she said it was not.  
“We just put it into storage until next year,” she said.  While nothing is ever all that expensive at a dollar store, there was nothing thre that 
justified paying full price, so I just continued on my way. 

 
Just shortly after noon I re-claimed my bags at the hotel and consolidated the stuff I’d just bought into them.  As I often do, I 

travelled with clothes on their last legs and threw them out during the trip.  That meant I still had room for the stuff I bought without having 
to check any bags. 

 
I made my way back to the bus station at Mackenzie King Bridge and caught another double-decker bus.  With luggage I sat 

downstairs, of course, and I basically had a view of nothing all the way to the airport. 
 
When I got to YOW, I found that the flight I’d originally been booked on was seriously delayed.  That flight would have taken me 

from Ottawa to Newark, where I’d have made a connection to Minneapolis.  With the delay there was only twenty minutes availab le to 
make the connection, and since they close the doors fifteen minutes before scheduled departure times, that meant making the second 
flight was basically impossible. 

 
When I went to print off boarding passes, the machine informed me that I had automatically been booked into a “back-up” 

itinerary that would take via Chicago instead of Newark.  However the boarding passes it printed were for the original Newark schedule.  
So I went to an actual person to see what was up.  They don’t really have a United desk at YOW, but I was able to find a United employee 
whose main job is checking that passengers bound for the U.S. are holding valid passports.  She was quite helpful.  She confirmed that 
the Newark itinerary would not work for me, so she cancelled that and printed out boarding passes routing me via O’Hare.  If things 
worked out as scheduled, I’d actually get to Minneapolis before I was originally scheduled to do so. 

 
Advertising photo of  

Harvey’s bacon burger with cheese 

 
I basically had the whole afternoon to kill at the airport, and I 

must say MacDonald—Cartier International is far from the most exciting 
airport on the planet.  After getting my boarding passes, I had lunch at 
the airport outlet of Harvey’s, a Canadian burger chain.  I wasn’t 
expecting much, but this was actually one of the best burgers I’ve ever 
had.  I ordered a bacon burger with cheese, which cost about six 
Canadian dollars (US$4.40).  While it didn’t look quite as pristine as the 
advertisement at left, it was most tasty.  Harvey’s is another place that 
does their service much like Chipotle.  After ordering your burger, the 
kitchen staff puts a freshly grilled burger on a naked bun.  You then go 
through a toppings bar where another employee asks you what you 
want on your burger.  Mine ended up a lot like what’s shown in the 
picture.  I had lettuce, tomato, onion (which at the airport was chopped 
rather than sliced), pickle (which are sliced lengthwise at Harvery’s), and 
sweet peppers, plus catsup and mustard.  The toppings were more than 
generous, to the point that I practically had a salad leftover from what 
dripped off my hamburger. 

 
 The cashier at Harvey’s was South Asian, and both the cook and the woman who worked toppings were black.  Ottawa had far 
more black people than I’ve seen anywhere else in Canada.  Many are immigrants from various African countries, but others appear to 
be African—Americans whose families have been in Canada for generations.  That actually makes some sense, since being just north of 
New York State, Ottawa was basically the end of the Underground Railroad.  I’d say about a fourth of Ottawa residents were black, which 
is definitely higher than anywhere else I’ve been in Canada. 
 
 There’s also surprisingly many Spanish-speaking people in Ottawa.  Canada has been recruiting immigrants from Latin America 
at the same time that the U.S. has been trying to restrict immigration from that area.  A lot of cooks and custodial workers speak Spanish 
in Ottawa—not quite so high a number as you’d see in an American city, but way more than I expected. 
 



I spent much of the afternoon on my computer.  Several times I checked United’s website to see the status of my flight.  All 
afternoon it was listed as “on time”.  There’s also a feature that lets you check where the aircraft for your flight is coming from.  When I 
checked my plane was in the air between Cape Girardeau, Missouri and Chicago.  It would then become the same flight I’d flown  to 
Ottawa on the other day, and then it would turn around and fly back to Chicago.   

 
I spent a lot of time in an observation area overlooking the tarmac.  It was clear looking out there that they had heavily salted 

the runways and taxiways, but nothing else.  The places planes needed to go were just wet, while everything else was covered with ice.  
Planes were moving, though, which seemed to be a good sign. 

 
The temperature didn’t really warm up like they’d predicted.  Even by mid-afternoon it was still right at freezing, and it seemed 

misty or foggy outside.  I was very glad to be in the warm terminal rather than still wandering around the city.   
 
I spent much of the afternoon staring out at cars that were coming and going from the parking ramp.  Almost without exception 

those cars were caked white with salt.  We’ve gone to using a lot less salt on the roads in America, but they still go through tons of it in 
Canada.  I’d love to know how long cars last when they’re constantly getting spattered with brine.  Almost all the cars in Ottawa were 
new, which makes me suspect that by the time the loans are paid off, people need to replace them.  

 
I tried to use up my Canadian change by buying a candy bar from a machine.  I succeeded in using the change, but unfortunately 

I didn’t get any candy.  The vending machine charged $2.10 for candy bars, and that happened to be exactly what I had in my pocket.  I 
placed a combination of nickels, dimes, and quarters in the machine—pleasantly surprised that it didn’t time out while I was inserting the 
money.  Unfortunately when I pressed my selection, the Kit-Kat bar got stuck in the spiral coil of the machine.  It’s been years since I’ve 
seen that happen, and of course there wasn’t much I could do about it.  Oh well—I guess someone else will get a bonus when they make 
a selection from the machine. 

 
The flight for Chicago was scheduled to leave around 6:15pm, but it didn’t appear on the departures board for most of the 

afternoon.  Finally around 4:30 it did show up, still listed as “on time”.  The departure boards are of course bilingual, flipping repeatedly 
between French and English.  In French the phrase for “on time” is “a l’heure”.  The other options were “anulé” (“cancelled”, which applied 
to flights to Houston and Philadelphia, as well as a couple to Toronto) and “retardé” (“delayed”, which applied to the vast majority of flights 
on the board).  I was amused to think of the flights as either mentally challenged or divorced. 

 
At the majority of Canadian airports, when you fly to the United States, you go through U.S. Customs before leaving Canada.  I 

learned that years ago when Margaret and I flew back from Newfoundland, and they also had this set up for “trans-border” flights from 
Ottawa.  Once the flight appeared on the departure screen, I made my way to customs.  This involved first going through security (quite 
a bit more intense than in Minneapolis, but no real issues) and then border control.  The customs officer looked through my passport and 
asked where I was going.  That seemed an odd question to me (particularly for someone carrying a U.S. passport), but I responded 
“eventually home to Iowa, but on this flight to Chicago”.  That seemed to be the answer she wanted.  She asked how long I’d been in 
Ottawa and why I was there.  That question was a bit hard to answer, since basically I was just bumming around.  I mentioned the things 
I’d seen and going to the Chinese dance show, and that also seemed to satisfy her.  Finally she inquired as to what I’d purchased.  With 
carry-on bags only, I obviously wasn’t bringing much, and she seemed happy with my responses there as well.  She stamped my passport 
(which is a bit unusual these days), and I was cleared to enter the U.S.A. 

 
I’d read that there weren’t much of any businesses beyond U.S. Customs at YOW.  It turns out that’s really not true.  It’s not a 

vast selection, but there’s a bar and café, a Tim Horton’s, a duty-free shop, a newsstand, and a bank of vending machines.  I bought a 
slush and a box of doughnut holes (or “Timbits”) at Tim Hortons.  I’m glad I did, because that would turn out to be my supper.  

 
About half an hour before we were scheduled to depart (right when we should have started boarding), they switched the status 

of our flight to “retardé” and changed the departure time to 7pm.  We’d actually board about 7:00, and we left Ottawa around 7:20.  As 
we were taxiing, the pilot (who had flown in on this plane from Chicago) noted that we should consider ourselves lucky that we were flying 
at all.  Apparently the inbound flight was almost diverted to Toronto due to fog.  He said it had been a very difficult landing, but that taking 
off in fog should be easier. 

 
The flight to Chicago was uneventful.  It was dark out, so there was nothing at all to see.  There was a bit of turbulence that kept 

them from finishing the beverage service, but it wasn’t bad enough to really be noticeable.  Right before we landed, we cut through the 
clouds and I could clearly see the Allstate Arena in Rosemont, where I saw a hockey game years ago.  From that landmark I could tell 
we were headed due west, landing on the northernmost runway at the airport. 

 
I checked United’s website on my phone when we landed.  Many flights at O’Hare were delayed, but my flight for Minneapolis 

was listed as departing on time.  It was also at a gate fairly close to where we’d be arriving, so the connection should be possible. 
 
Unfortunately there were delays on arrival.  We parked on the tarmac and waited for nearly half an hour.  The pilot told us this 

was because another plane was at the gate we’d been assigned.  I’ve had this problem before when flying, and it always seems silly—
particularly at an airline’s main hub airport, where they have access to dozens of empty gates.  Of course there was nothing I could do 
about it though, so I waited. 

 
I waited again once we finally did make it to the gate.  This plane (a Canadair regional jet rather than an Embraer) was smaller 

than the one I’d flown on the other day, and it didn’t have sufficient overhead space for large bags.  So I and almost everyone else on 
board had to courtesy check our carry-ons at the gate.  They seemed to take forever getting those bags up to the jetway, and—perhaps 
needless to say—mine was the very last they brought up. 

 



I grabbed my bag and rushed down the jetway.  When I reached the concourse I checked the screen to confirm the gate for the 
Minneapolis flight.  As I did so, the status of that flight switched form “boarding” to “closed”.  I felt like I was in a bad movie when I saw it 
change at precisely that moment.  I went on to the Minneapolis gate, but there wasn’t even an employee there to tell me I was too late. 

 
I went to the customer service center, where there were about twenty people in line.  That line would grow and grow as I waited, 

since it moved at glacial speed.  While I certainly wouldn’t want their job, I must say that the United customer service crew are far from 
the world’s most efficient people.  It may be their equipment that’s to blame rather than the workers themselves, because they seem to 
spend up to five minutes between customers re-setting the computers before they can serve the next person. 

 
It certainly doesn’t help that many of the customers seem to feel extremely entitled.  They want everything, and of course that’s 

just not possible.  When I finally was served, at the next counter was an elderly couple who had missed a connection to Miami in first 
class.  They had been arguing with the clerk since long before I’d arrived, and they’d be there after I left.  The issue was that there were 
no first class seats available for them to be re-booked into.  They’d be refunded the fare difference, but they were insisting that they 
magically be given first class seats that they couldn’t understand literally didn’t exist.  I’m sure that the longer they argued, the less the 
agent wanted to help them. 
 
 The agent I dealt with was a middle aged woman with fake platinum hair and far too much make-up who spoke with an East 
European accent.  She began by spending about two minutes figuring out how to say “Burrow”, not that the pronunciation of my name 
had anything to do with the problem.  She then punched a few keys on her computer and frowned a lot.  She explained (not really to my 
surprise) that the best she could do was to guarantee me a seat tomorrow night on the same flight I’d missed today and then put me on 
the standby lists for the morning and afternoon flights—which showed up as full.  I asked her if it was possible to be booked on another 
airline.  I specifically mentioned Delta, since they dominate traffic at MSP.  When I was in high school and flew out to the Presidential 
Classroom in Washington, D.C. there was an airline strike and I ended up flying on a different carrier than had ticketed me.  I’m not sure 
if they can re-route someone to another airline or not these days, but I figured it was worth asking.  The woman told me that all the Delta 
flights were booked and that I couldn’t be given standby status on another airline. 
 
 The agent issued a boarding pass for the evening flight and a standby ticket for the morning flight.  She then explained my 
options for lodging.  Since this was considered a weather-related delay, United would not be providing a free room.  I really hadn’t 
expected them to, though it’s worth noting that Amtrak does provide hotel rooms when weather causes missed connections.  They have 
discount arrangements with most of the O’Hare area hotels (which still puts the rate around $100 a night), or I could use the free “sleeping 
room” provided by the city of Chicago precisely for this purpose. 

 

 I could have afforded to pay for 
a hotel.  Indeed I had considered calling 
the Holiday Inn by the Cumberland ‘L’ 
station where I’ve stayed numerous 
times in the past even while I was 
waiting in line at customer service.   I 
didn’t because my phone battery had 
died. However curiosity as much as 
anything made me opt for the agent’s 
second choice.  The agent directed me 
to Gate F—9 in Terminal 2, which is a 
long hike from the C—gates in Terminal 
1.  What I found there was a somewhat 
smaller version of what you see when 
reporters do those “storm at O’Hare” 
pieces during blizzards.  Apparently 
every night starting at 9pm they offer 
cots to passengers who are stranded at 
the airport.  Each person who uses a cot 
is also given a pillow, a blanket, and a 
bag  of  personal  care  products  (tooth- 

 
Picture of the O’Hare sleeping room from the NBC Chicago website 

(Fortunately, it was not so crowded when I was there.) 

paste, toothbrush, mouthwash, soap, hand sanitizer, and wet wipes).  When there’s not a huge storm (like tonight) about 200 cots are 
lined up in a long interior area between the E and F concourses that doubles as a storm shelter in the event of a tornado.  The area was 
about half full tonight, mostly with the sort of people who would stay at youth hostels, but also with some young families and crew 
members.  I’m pretty sure I was the oldest person there.  When there is a storm this area fills up, and they also set up cots on the 
concourses themselves.  When I searched for a picture of the cots, most of the results were from serious blizzards, when thousands of 
cots are set up all over the airport. 
 

I took my pillow and blanket, and since it was hot in the area, I just doubled up the blanket to make a thicker pillow.  I took my 
medicine and then put my bags under the cot.  They seemed safer there (though I got the feeling the area was relatively safe anyway), 
and the bigger bag provided a firm support under the cot.  It was actually fairly comfortable, after a night on the cot, my back was in 
surprisingly good shape. 
 

I slept a bit in fits and starts, but of course I didn’t sleep well.  Other people’s cots squeaked repeatedly, and every few minutes 
there were announcements over the P.A.  It’s amazing how many truly stupid announcements are made in airports.  In the gate area at 
O’Hare they’re forever announcing that “certain items are prohibited beyond security”, something you’d think people who have already 



gone through security would know.  There was also a frequent announcement that cars that are left unattended on the access drives 
would be towed. 

 
Yet another announcement noted that the airport closed at midnight.  Between then and 5am only ticketed passengers and 

airport employees were allowed.  Again, it might make sense to play that in the ticketing area, but beyond security the people who are 
allowed are the only people who would hear the announcement. 

 
There were also police regularly patrolling the sleeping area, and I’d hear them walk by every so often.  In spite of everything, I 

did manage to get a bit of sleep. 
 

 
 
They kicked everyone out of the sleeping room at 4am.  That seemed a bit early to me, but flights appear to arrive starting at 

about that hour.  I cleaned up a bit and shaved in a restroom and changed into the cheap shirt I’d bought yesterday morning at Giant 
Tiger.  I then stopped at a McDonalds that was already open and got some breakfast.  I was pleasantly surprised that it cost roughly the 
same price it would be in Algona. 

 
The agent I spoke with last night told me I could call the reservations center early this morning to see if I could get a confirmed 

seat on an earlier flight.  Supposedly that’s because after midnight the computer resets availability based on who has checked in.  So I 
found a place where I could plug in my phone and dialed their toll-free number.  I spoke with a woman who I’m pretty sure was in India, 
and she said she had no way of even knowing if space was available—let alone confirming me a seat.  She was honestly one of the most 
unhelpful customer service people I’ve dealt with, and I wondered why I’d even been told to call that number. 

 
I went back to the customer service desk, where the line was much shorter by now.  After just a brief wait, an elderly black 

woman assisted me.  She told me I shouldn’t have been told to call the reservations number.  They can’t help at all in this situation.  She 
also could not confirm me a seat.  She did tell me, though, that I was #5 on the stand-by list for the morning flight, and that looking at the 
seating assignments, her gut feeling was that I’d probably be able to board.  If not, I’d automatically be placed on standby for the afternoon 
flight, and my status would be higher there.  And, of course, if all else failed, I still had a guaranteed seat on the evening flight. 

 
I made my way to Gate B—21 and spent most of the morning waiting there.  Located clear at the end of the B—concourse, a 

single desk there actually serves four different gates.  Once the first flight from that area had left, I was able to position myself right in 
front of the desk, and I just stayed there for about four hours.  I killed time mostly by reading the last of the Laura Ingalls Wilder books 
that I’d started reading on my Kindle when I went out west last summer.  These Happy Golden Years went quickly and made the time 
pass.  The First Four Years (which was never edited for publication before Laura died) is a more tedious read, but I got through it as well. 

 
Gates B—21, B—22, B—23, and B—24 at O’Hare International Airport – Chicago, Illinois 



A flight for Miami was leaving from a nearby gate as I waited, and I wondered if it was the one the elderly couple had been re-
booked to.  They announced that the flight was overbooked and they needed two volunteers to give up their seats.  Initially they offered 
$700 in compensation, and the offer kept increasing up to $3,000.  That would be about ten times what the ticket was initially worth, and 
I’d think anyone with flexible travel plans would find it more than fair compensation.  The issue with Miami flights is that they’re often 
associated with cruises, and those aren’t at all flexible. 

 
The agent at the desk in front of me announced boarding for flights to Boise, St. Louis, and Minneapolis all at the same time.  

Technically those flights were leaving from gates 21, 22, and 24, but they might as well have all been the same gate.  In fact, the St. Louis 
and Boise passengers even went out the same door, but they were instructed to turn different directions in the middle of the jetway.  There 
were standby lists associated with all three flights, with the Minneapolis list being the longest.  The agent went through the different 
boarding groups for the various flights, and then he started announcing names from the standby lists.  Quite quickly both the stand-bys 
for Boise were boarded, and after boarding one for St. Louis, they announced that flight was full.   

 
They show a diagram of the available seating periodically on the screen at the gate, and I was aware that there were four 

available seats on the Minneapolis flight.  The first stand-by name they called was a party of three.  It was fortunate that #2, #3, and #4 
were not at the gate when their names were called, because when the agent announced “Burrow for Minneapolis”, I made a bolt for the 
desk.  The guy had seen me waiting there for four hours, and he was pleased to give me his last available boarding pass. 

 
 I started down the jetway, only to realize I’d left my computer in the waiting area.  So I rushed back and grabbed it and then 
headed out to the plane.  I was the last person to board, but I made it.  My seat assignment was 22—A (a window seat on this 2—2  
Embraer regional jet).  When I got there, though, a European college kid was in that seat.  22—B was empty, so that’s where I sat.  It was 
a cloudy day, so there wasn’t much to see out the window anyway, and I was pleased to have more room on the aisle. 
 
 We’d left the gate about ten minutes late, and the pilot announced that the plane would have to be de-iced before leaving the 
gate, and he said that would take another ten minutes.  In fact it took about half an hour.  There was a surprisingly brief wait on the 
taxiway, though.  There’s a lot of padding in the schedule between ORD to MSP.  The actual flying time is 1 hour and 1 minute (two 
minutes longer than the opposite direction), and even with a bit of turbulence we were only ten minutes late arriving in Minneapolis.   
 
 I was a bit surprised at the end of the flight when the flight attendant thanked us “on behalf of your Washington D.C.—based 
crew”.  It would be interesting to see just what their schedule is. 
 
 Back in the terminal, I used a restroom quickly and then bolted for the exit.  I took the train down to the Humphrey terminal, and 
while I had a bit of trouble finding an elevator that would lead to the level I parked on (oddly, not all go to the same levels), I did eventually 
find my car.  It was 6 degrees out, so I was very pleased when the car started right up. 

 
The Canadian news had made it sound like they’d gotten tons of snow in the Twin Cities, but that was definitely not the case.  

They’d had a bit of snow and ice, but basically it looked about the same as Ottawa—a nice covering, but not enough to be in the way.  It 
was even less snow south of the Cities, to the point where there was barely a dusting in Algona. 
 

After the slick roads coming up, I was more than a bit paranoid driving home—particularly since I was quite tired while driving.  
The roads were perfectly dry, though (though with icy shoulders).  Traffic was very heavy, but I still made it home all right. 
 

My only stop was at Casey’s in Clear Lake.  Gas was down to $1.939 there, and I’d find it was even below two bucks a gallon in 
Algona.  By the way, it was in the 90’s per liter in the Ottawa area.  That works out to about US$2.45 per gallon.  There were stories on 
the news that said gas prices would likely be going up soon, because oil prices are rising.  The upside of that for Canadians is that the 
loonie’s value is closely tied to oil prices, so it means other prices in Canada are likely to go down. 

 
I got home around 4:00 and largely collapsed.  While the end was exhausting, all in all this was a delightful little trip. 

 


